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The real Saint Patrick

nventy -Eight pages

St. Pat's Court 1993
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Saint Patrick takes his court through a good week of mayhem
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Front Row: Shane Tomson, John Boysen, Jason W . Myers, Shawn
VanAsda le
Back Row: David Wilt, Kelly R. Williams, Aaron Shaw, Shawn
Craig, Tony Houdyshe ll, Tom Myers, Malt
Foresman
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Saint Patrick looking over his beloved court and giving bis blessings
to \
tbem so Pat's 1993 can be the best ever. What a nice guy don't va
think.

.

Let the 85th An nu al St. Pat's.fes tiv iti es be gin !

I

News
ServiCA!s
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - The University
of Missouri- Rolla's SI. Pat'sCele bralion Committee will hold the 85th
Annual St. Pat's Celebration March 814 on campus and in Rolla.
The schedule for SI. Pat's 1993 is
as follows:

~

..

-Monday , March 8, 12:30-1 :30
p.m., Follies to be held on the mall
north of the University Center-W est
on campus. Events include beard contest (student and faculty). women's
walking stick competition, greenest
person (male and female) , huggie
wrapping and best SI. Pat's jingle.

-Tuesday , March 9,12:30-1:30
p.m., Follies to be held on the mall
nonh of the University Center-W esl.
Events include most SI. Pat 's
sweatpant s on in one minute, most SI.
Pat's ganers on in one minute, most

~------------------------

consecutive year's buttons and most
St. Pat's buttons on a sweatshin.

-Wednes day, March 10, noon1:30p.m., St. Pal,porua yedby a UMR
student, and his conn, ceremoniously
garbed in green and gold, will arrive in
Rolla by handcar at the railroad tracks
on Eighth Street. Follies will follow
SI. Pat' s arrival at the pavilion on the
comer of Eighth and Oak streets in
downtown Rolla. Follies events include town beard contest, novelty
beard contest, men's shillelagh competition, leprechaun look-alike con-

test and most SI. Pat's sweatshin in
one minute.
-Thursda y, March 11 , 11 a.m.5 :30 p.m., Gonzo on the fraternity row
fields with entenairun ent provided by
Saturn Cats.
-Friday, March 12, 11 a.m.-5
p.m., SI. Pat's games on the fraternity
row fields with entenainm ent provided by Lunacy.
-Also on Friday, 9 p.m., St.
Pat's coronation and Student and
Honorary Knighting Ceremony in the
Gale Bullm"'l MUlti-Purpose Building, I Oth and Bishop streets.

-Saturda y, March 13, 10 a.m.,
SI. Pat and his court stan down Pine
Street in Rolla, followed by the 1993
SI. Pat's Parade from II a.m.-1:30
p.m.
-Also on Saturday, 2:30 p.m.,
Knighting Ceremony at Jackling Field
and 8 p.m., entenairunent by Warrant
in the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building.
For further information about SI.
Pat's events, contact Jason Ainslie of
the 1993 SL Pat's Celebration Committee, at (314) 341- 8704.
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What's Up at UMR

.
Wednesday

Saturday
5t Pat ' s Parade

Intramural Manager's Mtg.

Indian Assoc. Holi Function

2:30pm SIUeO Lawyer/Walnut

the front door oflhe Student Financial Aid Office,

G- I Parker Hall.

Next
Wednesday
2:30pm UMR SoftBall vs. UMKC

!0:00am St. Pat's Rugby Tourney

1:OOpm UMR Baseball. Missouri Western State

5:00pm Student Activ ity fee BoardlWalnut

College. at SI. Joseph
6:00pm Spelunke~ Club Mtgs .n.04 McNutt

6:00pm Spelunlms Club MlgsJ204 MeNun

7:00pm Eta Kappa Nu Help Scssion/2l3 EE

UMR swimming. NCAA Divi sion D Champion-

ing ~rudents pursuing

GRAM

includes a conc~te and concrete design courses as

a B. S. or higher degree thai

The Missouri Botanical Garden will award a

an integral part of their degree program. Note

S5000 renewable college schol arship in 1993 in

should be taken of the residency requirements as

honor of noted scientist Dr. Emest E. just.

shown on the application. The Fund will grant one

The Just Scholarship is open to SL Louis area

12000 schol arship this fall. Application dep.dline:

students. The preferred recipient will be a SI.

April 30, 1993.

WOMEN IN ENERGY, INC SCHOLARSHIP

6:00pm Chinese Student Association Movi e/6:00pm Omega Chi Epsil on Mtg./ I40 ChemEng

gn-duatcs who have successfully completed their

senior enrolled full-time in a Missouri college or

114CE

college sophomore year will be eligible for the

University. The student should be majoring in

6:15pm Blue Key MIg./216ME

award.

bus iness, education, engineering. home econom-

Applications and Reference form s available in the

ies, journalism, science or other energy related

6:30pm American Society of Civil Engineers

Student Financial Aid Office.

field. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0. Application

Mlg ./II 4CE

Application Deadline is April 15, 1993 .

Deadline must be postmarked by: April 1, 1993.

6:30pm Soc. of Automotive Eng./l04 ME

WINTER 93 MISSOURI HIGHER EDUCA-

1993-95 SECOND START SCHOLARSHIP

nON

FLIGHT)

(ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S SCHOLAR-

SCHOLARSHIP CHECKS ARE IN

SHIP)

The Winter93 "Bright Flight check are now a"ail-

Thirty S 1000 SCholarships will be distributed to

7:00pm SUB: Sl Pal's AREHOUSE Concert

Sunday
5:00pm Student Mass

6:30pm Voices of InspirationtrJ South

7:00pm Tau Bela Sigma Mlg./139 ChE

Canton. Ohio.

7:00pm Ela Kappa Nu Help Scssion/213 EE

Monday

ACADEMIC

(BRIGHT

able in the Cashier's office, basement of Parker qualified adults for the 1993-94 school year.
Hall. If you are a "Bright Flight" recipient. please

7:00pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mlgs./G-3 ChcmEng

go to the Cashier' s office, Cashier's hours are

from 8:15 a. m. l<> 3:15 p. m.

Intramural Wrestling due

SPRING RECESS

see Aid, page 8 '

7:30pm Soc. of Mining Eng./204 McNutt
12:00pm University Orators O1apter

RHA Shamrocker/Miner Rec

provide fmancial assistance to college engineer-

Two awards of $250 each will be made to ajuniorl

ships, times and opponents to be announced. at

Thursday

DR.

award is based upon academic record and extra-

7:30pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtgs./139 ChemEng.

9:00pm Newman Mass

MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN

ERNEST Eo JUST SCHOLARSHIP PRO-

curricular activit ies pertaining to science. Under-

6:00pm EIlI Kappa Nu Mlg./103 EE

Jackling Field

MIg ./ II 4CE

7:00pm College Republicans Mtg .n04 McNutt

BOARD EDUCA nONAL FUND

Louis African-American studying science. The

2:30pm SI. Pat 's Knighting Ceremony, 2:30 pm,
.6:30pm American Society of Civil Engineers

THE MIDWEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY

The MCIB Educational Fund was established to

GDI Blarney Rocker

12:3Opm S1. Pat's Follies/Downtown

7:00pm Alph a C hi Sigma Pledge Mtg ./ 126

ChcmEng.

of Toast·

mastel'1lnk'mational meets, Missouri Room, Uni-

7:30pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtgs./139 ChemEng

vet'5ity Center·&st. Formon: infonnation contact

Hana Gliding aub I ENG 105
12:3Opm Newman Scripture

S... eWatkins al 341-6321.

8:00pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

4:00pm UMR Tenni.. Mal)'Vilie College, UMR

9;oopm Newman Mass

tennis. court.
1:30pm UMR Baseball, Central Misoouri Stale
Univel'1ity, at WarrtrLSbura

6:00pm ChrUtian Campus fello_ip Meeting!

Noday

Misoouri
1:30pm Adult Child.." of Alcoholics MtI./201

Indian Sprin" Lodle is now taking: applications

Norwood

7:00pm Alcohol ics Anonymous Mt,./Walnut

6:30pm BSU Wormip

7:00pm EIa Kappa Nu Help Se"i0n/212 213 EE

able, such as canoe It rut work, grounds, house-

7:30pm Lutheran Bible Class

7:30pm UMR'

frcmmid· Maythroulh Labor Day is required and

University of Central Oklahoma Concert choir,

reliable transportation a must. Pos5ible camper-

7:30pm Sl Pal' , Queen ' , Social/Mi&soolri

Room 138, Castleman Hall. Admission is free but

cabin style lod,in, may be av.ilable toa few. Call

tici:eu are required. Fortieket call 341-41gS.

for applicalion al g00-392-1I10.

for summer employment, located approximately

30 minutes from RoUa. Various positions &\'aU·
keeping:. store staff, etc... A leason commitment
I

University Choir 'POn5ors the

8:00pm Starfl«l/Mart Twain

Friday
SPRING RECESS

1Pesday

. Financial Aid

Associalion of Engineering Gcologist& MIg.!204

1993-94

MeNu"

AVAILABLE

NEED ANALYSIS FORM NOW

1bc AdmisiiolU!Student rmanci.1 Aid Office

8:00am SI. Pat'

I

Quem Inttrvie~e:nten.nial

SME Bral Sale&/MeNutt

wishes to infonn ltudents that the 1993·94 academic year n~ analysis fonn (Free Application

ll:OOam !it. Pal', Gamcs

1:00pm UMR Bueball

"5.

Quincy - Double

Header
1:3Opm Muslim Student Association

ceive and complete. lbe need analysis: tonn mwt

" ..,.;.;·· ..Ai.~.

be completed to determine a ltudents eli,ibility

2:30pm Su,co Lawycr/waInUI
3:00pm Gamin, Association Gamin, Session!
Walnut

for Federal Student Aid) is: now a"'ilable to re-

forlhe Federal Pen Gran~ (for Missouri Residents

.",' ,CO.;v I>1I0nl;.ef .. ------. -, -- --- ------- - •. ---------;---~ --- .- . ':lIm Qcke", 1364-12071'

only), Federal pertr.ins Loan, UniveRily Loons,
6:30pm lnterfratemityCouncil MtlJ216 McNutt

Federal Stafford Loan (sublidized and unlub-

,idized) Ihe Federal PLUS/SLS Loan, and the
6:00pm InterVarsity Ouillian FellOwship Med-

7:00pm Phi Eta Silma PJed,e Initiation . lest/

ina/Maramec

114CE

Federal COUtle Work Study Proaram.

--.-.- --~~ :-,.-:.w~~.:;_w_ ; . ___ ._ ~. __._ ~ __.;..:J~ H9~ib'~';'rg '(~ 1-6277)

Edl''''··---·- ·--··---.·---·--· . -..•___ . __ ___ .. _. __ .___ _-KcYt.: ·BJk,. I364-8903I

,

: i~~~~~E;:I~IIO~1ClavIn;'Crii,Wfonl,
Bill !lroliie..LeeRDger
kc. sriydc.., H""ther
HOI , AmalU;,
Andy DOoley
..

•..•••.•••

Muwi Chell, KJng,hooIiChosh. CO'nnen:U.CuUerru ....
John stork. DaVid Tattel"8halL hfike Weiland. Omur .

FiBt priority for the 1993-94 academic year will
be given to those stud ents whose need analysis

7:00pm Show-me Anime/212 McNutt

9:00pm St. Pat' 5 Coronation

7:00pm Mathematica l Association of America

fonn is Itteived by the processing center by

Mlg./M-CS 209

March 31 , 1993.
The need IOIlysis fonn can be ~ce iv ed. outside

lOlA Nol"'lll'OOd Hall
' Unl~lty o rMls9ou r1 - RoUa

Rolla. M005401 -0249
(314) 341 · 4235
(314) 341 -43 12

'''''-'

IN do ntqIC'e!
f'lftUC do the .am.!
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UMR op ini on s on campus

When aske d what they woul d mos t like to see chan ged abou t UMR
, these stud ents resp onde d:

ablish'<l.
enainctr.

j'l"'~11

~UT\e$l$

:run. N(l(e

~cntsu

1I&llnlone

ndCf.dline:

LARSHIP

toljuniorf

Brett S.unler

coIlcgcoT

Kimberly Huonker
"There is no reason to
give tests when the maximum grade will be 50%.

lIjoringin

rgyrtlatcd

Ipplica.tion

ill.I99J.

Brett Saunier

Pat Risner
"Tuition rates ."

Darrell Hinsey
"More activities should
include minorities."

LARSHIP

Julie Nowles
"The comments that go
on outside of class , like
the negative stereotypes
of Rolla."

:HOLAR·

year.

lage 8'

UMR stud ent Co n c e r t
r e c-e i v e s Cho ir to persch olar ship form in Rolla

Five UM-Rolla sen ior s hon ore d
News
Services
SOURCE

\:

. ~.

Brett Saunier

News
Services
SOURCE

Achievement Award maintaine d a cumulative grade point average of 3.5 or

!,

, ROLLA, Mo. - Five University
of Missouri- Rolla seniors recently
were honored for academ ic achieveme~t' by the Missouri Council on
ROLLA, rVh ,,..,--The Uni~ersity . PubFc Higher
Education. '.
of Central QklahplJla Concert Gl).oir j A total of 65 seniors five from
will perform at the University of'Mis'- eac? of
Missouri 's 13 public colleges
souri-Rolia at 7: 30 p.m. Menday,
andi universities - were honored at
. March 15 , in Room 138 of-Castlem an COrHE's Student
Achievem ent and
Hall ,-lOth' ana Mliin streefs. ..
Recdgnition Day , which was held
March 3 in Jefferson City. Each stuThe performance is sponsored by. dent selected for the COPHE Student
UMR's University Choir and is free
and open to the public. Tickets are
required. however. due to limited seat- '
ing,

better. UMR students to receive the
award were:

- Janet Alferman nofWashi ngton. Mo., a chemical engineering
major and the daughter of Kenneth and
Rosella !\Jfermann .
- Deborah L. Archibald of~
Louis. a civil engineering major and
the daughter of Timothy Archibald,
- Michael J. Bahr of Maryland
Heights Mo., an electrical engineering major and the son of Albert W, and
Darlene B~.
- Christopher C. Case of Jefferson City, a live sciences major and
the son ~f William H. and Carolyn
Case.
- Robert S. Williams of Festus .
Mlh a geology and geophysics inajor
and the son of John S. and Trisha L.
Williams.

Gene that causes Lou Geh rig's disease identi.fied

News
Services ~
SOURCE

ROLLA. Mo. - Julie Dickherber
of Wentzville. a j unier majoring in
civil engineering at the \)niversity pf
Missouri-Rolla. has receive~ a $ 1.200
scholarship from the Consulting Enpineers Council of Missouri.

,

~"

' ."j

:1

Dickherber received the award
during CECMo's annual awards banquet held Feb . 20 at the Marriott West
in St. Louis.

•

Tickets will be avail able beginning Friday at the UMR ticket window
in the University Center-West. Office
hours are from 8 a. m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday ' through Friday. For 'more
information call 341-4 185.

died from it in 1941. results from a
gradual decay' of the motor neurons.
but does not affect the mind, These
motor neurons are what control muscular activity. Symptoms of this disease are weight loss. difficulty walking. loss of coordination. and difficulty swallowing. The disease typiThe 34-membe r choir is directed
'cally affects those between 50 and 70
by Dr. Lon T. Dehnert. associate pro- A recent discovery may make ALS years of age and about 30,000 Amerifessor of mus ic at the University of (am¥otrophic lateral sclerosis). com - cans will be afflicted at any given time.
monly known as Lou Gehrig' s disease. Death generally
Central Oklahoma. The ensemble has
occurs within 2 to 10
a thing of the past. A team of32 scien- years when
the muscles controlling
performed on the UCO campus and
tists~ from 13 different institutions respiration
fail. Luckily, it is not
throughout Oklahoma. Arkansas.
jOinf d together to identify the gene transmittable.
Kansas and Louisiana . The choir has thaUs apparently
responsibl e for this
gene identified is responsible for the
also performed with the Wichita Sym- fatal Illness.
elimination of free radicals. When the
phony Orchestra and with the Marthatgene is defective. ALS may occur.
tan Symphony Orchestra in Carnegie
Lou Gehrig's dise ase. named after These free radicals are generally
toxic
the famous Yankee outfielder who and can result in dangerous
Hall.
chain reac-

Mike
Mathews
Asst. News
Editor

tions with organic coml?ouncls. Excessive buildup causes damage (0 the
nervous tissue. The research team
believes this may be the answer that
they were looking for. By using some
presently available anti-free radical
drugs. known as antiox idants, the
condition may be slowed or even
counteracted.
a side effect of this ne\~ breakthrough.
some of the prOblems with aging may
be reduced. Many of the researchers
believe the degradation of the body
due to aging is the result of free radical
damage suffered throughout a persons
lifetime and can be dealt with in the
same way. This suggests that we may
be able to slow the rate of aging .
Further studies are currently being
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Student Knights to be recognized Honorary Knights will be
during 85th St. Pat's Celebration dubbed at ceremonies
News
Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. -Representatives
of 33 student organizations at the
Univer.;ity of Missouri-Rolla have
been honored as Knights of St. Patrick:
The student knights will be recognized during ceremonies Friday,
March 12, which are a part of the 85th
annual SI. Pat 's Celebration at UMR.
The dubbing of students as
knights of SI. Patrick at UMR fust
took place in 1908, shortly after engineering students there declared St.
Patrick the patron saint of engineers.
The following students were
chosen as the 1993 Knights of St.
Patrick:
ILLINOIS
Brighton- Michael Bland, son
of Henry and Sally Bland, representing the Thomas Jefferson Hall Association.
Coliinsville-MatthewSchaeffer , son of Gene and Ronda Schaeffer,
representing Acacia.
Effingham-William
B.
Braasch, son of Charles and Carolyn

MISSOURI
Ballwin - Daniel De Armond,
representing the Missouri Miner.
Centertown-Eric Seaman , son
of Fred H. Seaman, representing Tri angle.
Ches terfield- Steve Borho, son
of Ruth and Nick Borho, representing
Pi Kappa Phi.
R~fael Kenneth M illangue , son
of Savina Robertson, representing the
Society of Hispanic Profess ional Engineers.
Fenton - Bradley M. Stewart ,
son of Mark and Yvonne Stewart,
representing Pi Kappa Alpha.
Florissant - Tricia . Kuhne,
daughter of Phillip and Madeleine
Kuhne, representing M-Club.
Lynne Sanick, daughter of Jean
Sanick, representing Kappa Delta.
John Wulf, son of Larry and

Kansas City - David Maschler,
son of Tom and Rita Masch ler, represent ing Theta Xi.
Liberty - Keith Korte, son of
Bi ll and Anna Korte , representing
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Manchester - Heather Governick, daughter of Sue Governick, representing Panhellenic.
O'Fallon - Mike Fridley, representing Interfraternity Council. •
Owensville - Jim Saunders,
son of Rita Saunders , representiI,Ig
Alpha Epsilon Pi.
. Ste. Genevieve - Mark Huber,
son of Paul and Mary Huber,. representing Sigma Phi Epsilon.
SI. Charles - David D. Dicks,
Sl;," of John and Shirley Dicks, representing Sigma Pi .
Christine Peterson , daughter of
Willillfl and Dorothy Peterson, repre-

Marian Wulf, representing Kappa senting Sigma Pi.
Sigma.
Ray L. Yeargain II, son of Ray
High Ridge
Jay H. and Lou Yeargain, representing Theta
McMackin , son of Harry and Dot Tau Omega.
McMackin, representing the QuadSI. Louis - Francine Belaska,
rangle Hall Association.
daughter of George and Josephine
Independence Brian Ver- Belaska, representing Chi Omega.
man , son of Eldon and Linda Vennan,
Tom Santa Cruz, son of Lana
representing Delta Tau Delta.
and Henry Santa Cruz, representing
Jefferson City - Christopher Sigma Nu.
Case, son of Bill and Carolyn Case,
~B_r_a_as_c.;.h.;.,r_e.!.p_re_s~en_t_in..::g:..:B_e_ta_S.:..i:;:g.:..m.:..a..:P_s_i._.:.re~p=r.:.es=e.:.n.:.tin=g~P.:.h.:..iK=ap~p::..:a:..Th=e=t=a._ _ _ _se_e_S_tU_d_e_n_t_K_n_i..:g:..h_t_s_,.:.p_a..:g:..e_2_5_

1

Range Planning Liaison Committee,
the UMR Corporate Development
News
Council, the UM Alumni Alliance, the
Services
Academy of Civil Engineers, EngiSOURCE
neers ' Club of SI. Louis, the Associated General Contractors of SI. Louis
ROLLA, Mo. - Five Honorary and the Mining Industry Council of
Knights of SI. Patrick will be dubbed Missouri. He serves on the alumni
during fonnal ceremonies to be held at board of Phi Kappa Theta fraternity
9 p.m. Friday, March 12 , in the Gale and is the current vice president of the
Bullman MUlti-Purpose Building on MSM-UMR Alumni Association.
the University of Missouri-Rolla cam- Coco, a registered professional engineer and land surveyor in Missouri,
pus.
The Honorary Knights areM!!.!: live with his wife, Kathy, and four sons
teo A. Coco. vice president of the in South SI. Louis County.
Margaret Cossette has been the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association;
'Margaret Cossette, president of Mis- president and chief executive officer
souri Home Care and president of the of Missouri Home Care since 1976.
Rolla Area Chamber of Commerce; She is the chair of the Missouri A1liDonald L. Cronin, professor of me- ance for Home Care Legislative Comchanical and aerospace engineering at mittee and president of the Rolla Area
UMR; Marcus D. Ramsey, a 1972 Chamber of Commerce. She is a
UMR graduate and fonner SI. Pat's member of the Homemaker Home
Board member; and Thomas S. Sow- Health Aide Association of America,
ers, a Rolla business owner and real
the National Home Caring Council,
estate developer.
the Central Missouri Long Tenn Care
Matteo A. Coco received a Planning Committee and the Phelps
bachelor of science degree in civil County Regional Medical Center In- .
engineering from UMR in 1966. In stitutional Review Board. Cossette
1968, he joined J.S. Alberici Con- received a bachelor of science degree
struction Co., where he has served in a in public administration from the Un.;mimber of capacities and is currently versityofMissouri-Columbiain 1964.
vice president of the building division .
He is a member of the UMR Long
see Knights; p~g~8

Dr. Riggins of UMR works to usher in a new era of space flight
News
Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - A University of
Missouri-Rolla professor is working
ona NASA project to develop engines
and propellants that could usher in a
new era of space flight by the tum of
the century.
Dr. David Riggins, UMR assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering, is working with
NASA to study the engines and propellants of the X-30 National Aero-Space
Plane (NASP). The X-30 is "a highspeed, hyper.;onic airplane which will
reach velocities that enable it to insert
itself into orbit," Riggins says.
Moreover, the space plane, which
looks like a conventional space
shuttle, is designed to take offhorizontally like an airplane but use airbreathing engines instead of rockets to
propel itself into orbit.
"It's a large step beyond the
rocket technology we have now," says
Riggings, adding that the NASP wold
be less expensive to operate than conventional 'pace shuttles.

"The shuttle is averaging about 8 project is successful, the space plane
Riggins is conducting research
to 10 launches a year, costing hundred will be ready for test flights before the on the engine that would propel the
of millions of dollars a launch, and is end of the century. Research is being hypersonic aircraft into orbit.
statistically projected to catastrophi- conducted by a team of contractors and
The X-30 propulsion system recally fail sometime in the future," government laboratories.
lies on oxygen in the atmosphere for
its oxidizer. "That's one reason it is
Riggins says. "It is based on 1960s
The development of hypersonic
technology and no longer represents a air-breathing aircraft such as the cheaper than a rocket, which is the
viable
future
current means
space transportaof reaching ortion system.
bit and requires
"The X-30
carrying both
will be a more
fuel and oxieconomical and
dizer'" says
reliable fonn of
Riggins.
space transporta"Rockets carry
tion," he says.
everything
Rocketwith them and
based transportause
inboard
fuel and intion systems such
as those used on
board oxygen
the space
to
develop
shuttle require
thrust."
facilities forvertiThe Xcal
space
30' s three-seglaunches, he sa s.
B...I
ments propuly Dr. David Riggins Is working with NASA on a project which could
TheX· 30, bee ause
sion system
' t ' d . ed' usher In a new era of space flight by the year 2000.
I IS
eSlgn
,or

into earth's orbit by allowing it to
reach a speed of 17,500 miles per hour
- or 25 times the speed of sound.
The propUlsion system will also
have small rocket motors to give the
X -30 a final boost into orbit and slow
it down for re-entry.
The engines will burn a mixture
of hydrogen carried aboard and oxygen from the atmosphere during flight,
says Riggins.
Super-Cold h}'drogen fuel will be
carried as an "icy" slush enabling the
fuel tanks to be relatively small. The
hydrogen will circulate in many of the
structures l() keep the material!> ~j thin
temperatures limits as air friction
heats the vehicle during atmospheric
and re-entty flight.
Much of the X -30 will be made of
strong, heat-resistant titanium-based
alloys. Special coati~gs will be used
7
to protect the materials because titanium alloys might chemically react
with the on/board hydrogen propellant, accordmg to a NASA research
report.

horizontal takeoff, is a less expensive
route to the heavens.
The NASP program is a joint
effort managed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and
the Department of Defense. If the

Others involved in the project
include General Dynamics, McDonnell Douglas, Rockwellintemational,
Rocketdyne and Pratt & Whitney.

malc.es it Us new

NASP would usher in a new era of
aviation, says Riggins. The X-3O is
entirely reusable and has a very fast
tum-around between launches, making it a practical, affordable and rapid
means to space.

means of space transportation," says
Riggins.
The system will be powered by
several ramjet-scramjet (supersonic
combustion ramjet) engines under the
fuselage. These will propel the craft
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The ongoing controversy politics - continue to pretend that the
over the lyrics of various rap stars barbarians are somehow "victinls".
particularly Ice-T: s "Cop Killer". Remember all the pontificati
ng about
Usually the argument is that such "rage" during the Los Angeles
riots?
songs "(ill encourage whatever vice Look at the videotapes of those
lootthey are about - e. g. shooting cops. ers. They weren' t enraged. they
were
Such complaints miss the gleeful. The barbarians were on the
deeper problem which underline such loose and having a ball.
songs. When Ice-T was interviewed
Many civilizations have
about his song. he explained that he been threatened by barbarian
invadidn' t expect the song to be controver- sions. but ours is the first
to delibersial because "I hate cops. All my ately create barbarians out
of its own
friends hate cops". And there we see citizens. We are already
paying for
the terrible truth peeking through
this mistake. and we will pay much
Every civilization faces the ni:ore. For barbarians are the natural
ongoing problem of a continual inva- and eternal enemies of civilizatio
n;
sion from barbarians: young men. It they will always destroy it if they
get
takes long and careful training to raise the chance. And our barbarians
will
a boy into a decent. civilized human destroy us. if we continue to refuse
to
being. one who will support civiliza- deal with them.
tion instead of attacking it. But too
Civilized people fmd it difmany of our youth today are not being ficult to believe barbarians
can be a
taught civilized behaviour. instead. real threat; they are more
likely to
they are taught from the earliest age romanticize Ice-T Qr the
Victorian.s
that they are victims. of "racism" or romanticized Tahitians. We
should
"poverty"; that nothing which hap-, remember th'at the barbarians
do 'not
pen.s to them is their fault; that they are ~omanticize liS; they hate us
.• and will
not respon.sible for their action.s; that destroy,us if they get the chance.
Some
bcrcause th~y are pdor, or black, or years ago. Hillare Beloq
expressed
hispanic. or whatever. they owe soci- expressed this quite eloquently
.
ety nothing and it owes them every-:
':We sit by and watch the
thing. As Roy Innis. a ~lack candidate ' Barbarian. we tolerate
him;in the long
for Mayor of new York: "Many black stretches of peace we are
not afraid.
children are taught to be black before We are tickled by his irreverenc
e. his
they're taught to be American. or even comic inversion of our old
certitudes
before they' re taught to be human". and our fixed creeds refreshes
us; we
Is it any wonder that Ice-T laugh. But as we laugh we are watched
and his fellows hate cops? All barbariby large and a;"ful faces from beyond;
ans hate the forces of order and law.
and on these faces there is no smile".
But many of the leaders of our sociery
by Rob Hobart
- in the media. in the schools. in
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Saint Patrick is who?

Everyone one in RoIla has heard of Saint Patrick. haven' t they? Yeah.
he's the guy who drove the
snakes out of Ireland with a shiIlilagh and use shamrocks to explain the
TrinifY. Why:"UMR even has a statue
of him in their library, after all. he is the patron saint of engineers. He'
s the reason for the big celebration
here every spring. Right? Not quite.
.
While the legends about St.. Patrick may be well known. most people
don' t know that he left us a
written recprd of the things he considered to be important in his life.
It his interesting that in his record he
doesn' t mention snakes, or shamrocks, or facing down the wizards and
pagan kings of Ireland. Instead of
boasting. he laments his inability to express what he wants to tell us. His
"Confession" written near the end
of his life. starts wilh this phrase: "I am Patrick. a sinner. most uncultiva
ted ...... He goes on to tell that his
father was a deacon in the church and a town magistrate in Roman Britain.
At the age of 16. he was carried
away from his father' s estate by Irish raiders. as Patrick says. "For I did
not then know the true God ...... 'rhe
raiders sold him as a slave in Ireland. whe.re he spent six years as a herdsman
. While there he says. "The love
of God and the fear of him increased more and more in me ....... At
the end of six years, he escaped and
returned to Britain where he eventually bacame a church deacon.
After a dream in which he heard the 'Irish asking him to ask to come back
10 them. Patrick returned
to Ireland to tell the people the Gospel of Jesus Christ'. He left even though
his family begged him to stay and
although he felt inadequate for the task. At the time. there were few Christian
s in Ireland and Patrick made
many conv,erts and trained many priests. Also many of the new converts
took monastic vows. devoting th~ir
entire lives to God. At least once he was imprisoned for preaching and
endured many threats. Over and over
- he mentions his dependence on God. These are the things which were
import3!lt to him.
Patrick finally died in Ireland about 459 AD (tradition says it was March
17). At his death. large
numbers of the people remained non-Christian. but he had planted the
seed which continued 10 grow after
his death. until Ireland began to send missionaries tp other parts of the
world with the Gospel.
Patrick was from a wealthy family and probably gave up a lot to leave
Briuiin. which he never saw
,agai,n:. The most important thing ,in ~is life was God and he loved the
people who had mad~ a slave of him
enough to spend the rest of his life in hardship fortheis sake. He did it because
he knew the result of a wanton
life without God. and the peace he found in Jesus Christ. Let me ask youDo you celebrate such a man by
doing things he was opposed lo? (The-'Bible was his guide). I don ' t have
to guess what he would say if he
saw the self-indulgent orgy which many of us here at UMR use 'him as
an excuse for.
,
. "And it was there that.the Lord opened the understanding of my unbelievi
ng hearl. so that I should
recall my sins even though it was late and should turn with all my' heart
to the Lord my God ......
.
(For those who are interested in learning more. the UMR library has a boOK
on his life entitled: ~
Life and Wrilings of Ihe Historical Saint Patrick, by R. P. C. Hanson.)
c
,
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Guard
Mall Foresman, son of Michael
and Kathy Foresman of Kirkwood,
MO., is a junior in envirorunental
engineering. He has been held the
positions of bands and knighting cere·
monies chairman, historian & recruitment chairman, and secretary. Matt is
also a member of Kappa Sigma.
"Vitamin. A helps me play!"

Guar~

,~; Truro pe~eer
Shane Tom; on, son of Melvin Th·
omson and Pat Zi~merman }J of
Brumley, MO, is ajunior in electrical
engineering. Shane has held the positions of public relations and bUllons,
garters & glassware. He has also
served as steward for Sigma Pi. "Duh
knights are long, duh knights are
hard. Good!"

St. Pat
Shawn Craig, son of Gary and
Wanda Craig of Independence, MO.,
is a senior in mechanical engineering.
He is currently the President of SI.
Pat's and has worked with campus
sales . Shawn is a member of Sigma
Nu, chairman of the Student Activity
Fee Board, Theta Tau Omega, Blue
Key and 011 the Chancellor's Task
Force on Intercollegiate Athletics.
"Kids, if you ever want to get anywhere in life, the way I start my d,ay
Is with a mug 0' beer."

Guard
David Witt, the son of Richard and
Betty Will of Blue Springs, MO., is a
senior in computer science. David has
held the positions of secretary, treasurer, Blamey Club, Trophies, and
Special Sales. He is also a member of
Kappa Alpha, where he has served as
President and treasurer, Phi Heta
Sigma, Blue Key, and student activity
fee board. "Touch It. grab It, bile
IL ..somethlng this awsome only
comes along once in a lifetime, St.
Fat's big '01 butt!"

T9m Myers, sonof Joyce Myers of
Lake Ozark, MO., is a junior in mechanical engineering. Tom has served
St. Pat's as secretary, historian and
recruitment, costumes and MOM. He
is also a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon
where he as served as pledge trainer.
'.' Grandma says," It's my year to
ride the crazy train out of reality."
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Tony Howdyshell of Camdenton,
MO. is a senior in engineering managemenl. He has been involved with
the knighting ceremony, sweatshirts,
and sales manager for St. Pat's. Tony
is al50 a member of Sigma Pi, where he
nasheld various positions, 10PP, IK,
and Rugby. "Hey Sbanel Are you
_ad yOll dklll't get pard,"

John Boysen of SI. Louis, MO. is a
junior in mechanical engineering.
John has worked with Gonzo & Games
and the Parade Fund Assoeiation for
SI. Pat's. He is also a member of
Lamda Chi Alpha. "With wild jokers,
there's no muff to tough, we dine at
five."
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Kelly Williams, son of Merle and
Clara Williams of Thayer, MO., is a
senior in mining engineering. Kelly
has worked for St. Pat's with Gonzo &
Games, National Publicity, and
alumni sales. He is also a member of
Alpha Epsilon Pi. "I grow weary of
this Incessant probing of our posterior region.".

Shawn VanArsdale, the son of
Gayl and Alice Van Arsdale of Portageville, MO, is a junior in nuclear
engineering with an unbelievable 3.95
G.P.A .. Shawn has served SI. Pat's as
pUblicity chairmen and parade fund
chairman. He also is a member of
Alpha Epsilon Pi, Toastmasters, IK,
ANS, ANE, Blue Key, and Tau Beta
Pi. "Mom, how could you forget
where you parked the truck?"
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Jason Myers, son of Alan and
Kathleen Johnson of Liberty, MO, is a
junior in civil engineering. He has
served SI. Pat's as ways-n-means
chairman, queens, follies, and town
coordinator. Jason is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon where he as served
as scholarship, social, and rush chairman and he is also a member of Theta
Tau Omega where he has held the
position of secretary and treasurer.
"Ooga booga, Ooh Ia la, Grunt.
Grunt. Grunt. Ahhh! Wheaough!
Shaw's grossl"

Master Guard
Aaron Shaw, son of G. Douglas
and Nancy Shaw of Raytown, MO., is
a junior in chemical engineel'ing. He
has served SI. Pat's as Vice-President
and with f1oat-n-parade . He is . Iso a
memberofKappaAlpha,ATCHE,and
the Hanggliding Club. "Thtf old mall .
used to go down to the pond and
Catch tadpoles, He'd n~i,i ; em to a
lX4 and spinning he'd yel~" Tadpoles! T8dpoles! Tadpo~?5 a winDer!" We all thought he
pre"y
wierd, but then guess we ~ some
..-tal up to cIa."
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Walk toHelp MS How can we be lovers?
Blue Key
SOURCE

yceMyersof
unior in me·
mhasserved
istorian and
IdMOM. He
appa Epsilon
ledge trainer.
my year to

On Sunday, March 21,. the annual
super Cities Walk for Multiple Sclero-

:of reality."

sis is to be held. This is an event to
raise money to fund research to cure
and assist the one third of a million
Americans who have Multiple Sclerosis.
You may register for the walk ei·
ther at any walk displays around town,
or on the day of the walk. Registration
will begin at 11:00 am at the Forum
parking lot beside JCPenney ' s, and the

of Merle and
·er. MO.. is a
:ering. Kelly
NilhGooz.o&
blicity, and

start time is officially 1:00 pm. You
will want to collect pledges for the
walk ahead of time. Walkers are en-

P~

SOURCE

HEY GUYS
- do you ever
what women are thinking?
HEY GALS - do you ever wonder why
a man does something? YOU have an
opportunity of a
lifetime to fmd
out what the
opposite sex is
all
about.
Why??
It is
Women's Issues
Month!!
Bridging the
but coupons, gift certificates, and re- gap between the
freshments :ife being gathered from genders starts
local businesses for the walkers. The with communiwalk will count this year as an event in cation, hence
theme
Greek Week, and we also encourage our
all students and faculty to take part in PAT£H.W .oRK
this event. For more information, (promo ting
contact any member of Blue Key, or awaren ess
the walk chairman, John Munro, at. through commu·
nication, height364-4841.
ening wellness,
and observing
the relationship
kaleidosc ope).
Come to "How
Women on campus contribu te to PATCH WORK
can we be lovers,
Tickets are: $7 with a vali UMR if we can't be friends (a.k.a. Make wonder - "WHAT ARE THEY
THINKING?????"
Love Like a Man)" , the facilitated disStudent !D.
Do you lack umph when talking to
$14 to the public
- cuss ion that will build off of 'luestions
you professors? When talking to peers
ALL TICKETS ARE brought up in the program" Do YOU
do you feel intimidated? Does talking
$14 DAY OF SHOW Understand? featured on March 3. The
to the opposite sex_mak.e you feel like
won~er

SU B'Conscious
. SUB
SOURCE

.amember of
'Ow weary of
of our post••

TIllS WEEKEND
STIJDENT UNION BOARD
IS PROUD TO SPONSOR
THE ANNUAL AT. PATS
CONCERT
FEATURING
FIREHOU SE

~gg~~,:~gr::::::"t;' y'

at the followmg outlets:

Forum Video, Key Sport & Woolf
MUSIC m Rolla, Car Tunes m
Waynesville & Video Plus in Jef·
ferson City.

e... o'n:·:ea'n.

"1.·.,·'·.· P .·.•'.

..

AFROTC
SOURCE'

Many songs have been " wnllcn
'about "Old Glory," and many men 3!'d
women If~vrl'e qied for what the United
~ ll '
•
'.
States I1a~eores
ents ,
o 5" "
The ,
erican flag represents
' _'Il . j., , ,
what tbi na ~?n ~was .ounded on an d
our way '?'iliTe. The thirteen red and
white s~~s !en!!nd u.~ ofthe 13 oii'~i.
nal colo~.h, while the ~fty white s,t~
in the lifue field starid for the~ fifty

I'

~

.' ..

,,'.

tiS.,.

ill

,t

,..
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The Missqu£, School of Mines
T HIS C ONThe Society of Women Engineer-s " Spelunkers club is, the' oldest organis a nation,al organization op,eit}o all ' ized cave expldring'clUlj in the
state of
full time students in engine,ering ?~ .' Missouri. The Spelunker s Club
has
engineering related fields. Our go'als,:',' been pro]lloting, caving since
the
as the student chapter of SWE·are to ' 1930's. 1he purposes .o fthe Club
is to
inform, assist, support and network (1) bril)g people tog~ther who.have
an
states in the Uniop. Due to what the wi.t~ the students on campus
and the intersestis intheexpl oution,ge ology,
American !Jag ~ tands for, it deserves PO}!I~unity. Each semester
SWE surveying, photography, etc. <:>f caves
great respect. .,.
.f0s.t~" an· array of professionals from
and c'ave life; (2) promote and 1each
There are many customs and cour. ,aro.und .the natin to speak at its meet·
safe caving and rope-woil(techniqu~s;
tesies given to !he .t}ag. Some of the j n,g&, speakers.are·chosen from
every and (3) inl'o'rm people ofcave .conser~
customs are general knowledge, but .:engil)eering discipline with
special va!j~n':ifud1ireserv<itioh. Any .interst
others are less .known. If you would ." "Il'h$lsis on opportunities for
wom~n from just enjoying.a cave for esthetics
like to know mo~e abollt the customs .irlep.g~eering. A44itionalopportun
i~ i< ·to,mapping and resCue are offer~d: to
and courtesies .check the Curtis Law , tit~~ ~o~ memberd~xelopme.!!tin~lude
, ;the speluiikers Chibm·~.m\>~rs" Files'of
Wilson Libr~ here .qn the UMR ., J:h~.~arships, d.inne~m~etingst
,i'n4,., . the'Spelunkers' Chib"are available io
campus, contact _Air Force ROTC at , PICt;UCS .. . Our meethi!Jg~chedule
those ,interested.'in the-history of'cav209 Harris Hall o.rc~lIthecadel'office Jhis "fIDter,session is as
follows: ing. in the ,area and the l tate: Gue~t:
at 341·6438, ",
Jties~aYr ~pril 6; Ap~12?: . M.e~t~ sPeakers,sjlelunking;Vor!tsh~ps.
arid
jPts4¥~,felda\ 5;30), p!; w.JheMls ~ _ #lijle shows are .presentedtJu:otigho
ut
C/3rd Class Akers soun Room,
E .(urue~othel'\\'lse the year. .s everaltim
.es ·.ay,el\l:..,the
indicated·on·flyers).
spelunkers club~aS outiilgtQ other
DON'T MISS
CERT!!!!!!!

for,.

....--------------------------------.ItIIM"'· .......·..,.. .... ~tf

."

Socie. ty of Women MSM,' .Spelun.,k. :ets Clu b fl.~~s.oh~~a.tstr'e"$~' ~d oihe~ r~:
.
.
_
gioJ\al achvltle~ to VISIt karst areas
Engin eers
~ .',
other-loc ations. Caving equipment is

Old Glory still waving
uar.d

you will be a life-long wall flower?
Well stop those roots from taking root
and come to the Maramec Room in
UCE on TIJESDAY, MARCH 16 at
7:00 PM. Assertiveness training is
essential to effective communication
and to success at school and in the
workplace.
Come in from the cold and see the
PATCHWORK QUILT in the UCE
cafeteria. The
"patche s"
have been collected from
individuals on
campus. The
patches are
dedicated to
mothers, sis·
ters, grand·
mothers, and
the
Mrs.
Keowns(t hird
grade teach·
ers who believed in their
student s).
Then there are
women
in
law, engineering, medicine,
educatio n,
Breit Saunier
accountin g ,
quilt
etc. - all fe·
males who
have played a dramatic role in
people's lives. Look 'back through
your history, taking time out to remember the women who changed your
life' 5 course - celebrate Women's Is·
sues Month.

audience will be broken up into small
groups for gender communication
skill building and fmding solutions to
various gender communication problems. The program will be presented
MONDAY , MARCH 15 at 7:00 PM.
The more people that attend the more
fun it wiU be. The University CenterEast Cafeteria will be open to all who

lIC:

available.loSpelllOkersClubmembers
.Y'ho·,are in gQ9d standing" MecJings
. are held'evetyWednesday during the
~~l)ool Y!5~ .l\t 6:00 p.m. in MCl'lutt
'204. Mail'boxes'arel~ated in'lrCW
and the Geology Department. ·Call
Randall Slead, Vice· President at 341.7330; or rob Tayloe, President'at435. 6563, evenings.

M-CI u b
'~M-c1ub iS'a service fraternity com·
it' f..." 'd~?" ·. t. .:',
pos'ed of UMR varsity athletes bonded
togsther to' suppo,! ilie Jiig~ standards
of athletic Competition anq excellence
. tiJlli'oi\\1J.d~ff the field . . The orgaru·
' zatib~s' is 'i~vol~ed in the Homecoming Bonfrrl6,}~rii6i~iympics, a~ftb';l1
l,)umameht, :l!~orking at athletic
eve~tS,)eaf~iilgng, 3!'d the All Sports
RecogrutionBailquet at the end of the
y~a;.: M-R.ll,lbp,eets on ThurSdays at
.• 8 ;go~in~ihcMtiltip\lposeBuilding's

Page8 ________~M:i:~::u:r~i:M:i:n:er~__________________________________________________________________________________________vv~e~d~n~e~Sd_a~y~,:M~ar~c~h~
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from page 3 .

Knights
She and her husband Terry ·live in
Rolla and have two sons, Collin, a
senior a[ Southwest Missouri Slate
University, and Brendan. a junior a[
Rolla High School.
Donald L. Cronin joined the
UMR mechanical and aerospace engineering and engineering mechanics
faculty in 1970 and has maintained
close lies with industry, doing significant work for Ford. General Mo[ors
and several other companies. Before
coming [0 UMR. he was a member of
[he [echnical staff of TRW Space
Technology Labora[ories. He curren[ly serves as an adviser 10 the UMR
Solar Car Team. He received his
bachelor of science degree in . mechanical engineering from Ru[gers

Un,iversity and his master of science
and doctor of philosophy degrees in
mechanical engineering from California Poly[echnic in Pasadena. Ca. He
and his wife. Sigrid. have two sons.
Andrew. 24. who recently comple[ed
a stint with the Coast Guard; and Thomas. 21. who is a senior ~t Purd!le
University .
Marcus D. Ramsey received a
bachelor of science degree in ciVIl
engineering from UMR in 1972. He is
currently slone plant manager for
Fred Weber of St. Louis, where he has
been for 14 years. He is a member of
the N a[ional Society of Professional
Engineers and the Engineers' Club of
SI. Louis. He serves as a committee
chairman for [tie Missouri Limestone

·A~rtwocrkceleDralron· -rii-o{;.ed

Producers Association. past commi[News
lee chairman for the National Stone
Services
SOURCE
Association. and as a member of the
Maryland Heights (Mo.) Planning and
Zoning Commission. While at UMR. ,
. ROLLA. Mo. - Artwork celehe was a member of the Court of SI.
Patrick in 1972: representil)g Theta brating African-American Heritage
Chi fraternity. He and his wife, Month has been moved to the Black
Marva. have three daughters. Patricia. Culture House a[ 208 W . 16th St.
21. Tara, 16. and Molly Kathleen, 10.
who was SI. Pat's flower girl in 1987.
Thomas S. Sower is a graduate of
the University of Missouri- Columbia
School of Journalism. For more than
20 years he served as associated publisher of the Rolla Daily News. He is
a member of the University's Systemwid~ Advisory Committee on the 21st
Century and [he Missouri Corporation

The artwork. which is · by .area
flfth- and sixth-grade stud~ntS, will be
displayed through Tuesday. March 30.
It may be viewed from 8 a.m. [08 p. m.
Sunday through Saturday.
The display is sponsored by the
University of Missouri-Rolla College
of Arts and Sciences and UMR's African-American Cultural Recogni[ion
Committee.

Aid

from page 2
Deadline for receipt of all applications is April 15.

Previous winners are eligible.
Must be a full· time student during 93-94 school

enrolled or planning to enroll in. degree.program

year.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN

at an accredited college or university.

Money to be used toward room and board, tuition,

CONSTRUCTION ST LOUIS, MISSOURI

Armed Forces CommunIcations and Electron-

pursuing part-time or full-time studies on an un-

fees or books.

CHAPTER 38

Ics Assodallon (AFCEA) E1ectroolcs Assod.-

dC'1radua1C' or graduate level.

Member of the UMR SAME student chapter.

The St. Louis NA WIC is offering a schol. rship '"

tloo (AFCEA) ScholarshIp Proanm 1193, of-

all applications must be postmarked by May I,

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall. for details and

women arid men who are pursuing degree s in

len $1000 ScholarshIp.

1993.

Application deadline: March 15 , 1993.

application. forms,

Eligibility criteria:
age 30 or older.

Application Deadline: June 30,1993.

rela~~ to the construction industry. This

TAU BETA PI FRESHMAN SCHOLAR-

u. S. ~it~en enrolled· in ROTC

SHIPS

Good moral character
Demonstated academic excellence

The Missouri-Beta (UMR) Olapter of the Tau

Applications a\'aiJable in the Student Fmancial
Aid Office.

Majoring in electronics. electrical orcommunica-

honor society, is currently accepting applications

fields

scholarship does not apply to first year students.
Application must be postmarked by April 2, 1993.

ROLLA LIONS CLUBIV ANCE SCHOLARAMERICAN

ELECTROPLATERS

AND

This scholarship will be awarded to a student who

SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY (AESF)

06830 or by calling (800) 727-2437.

Ell&lblllly:

application forms. ,
Application deadline: April 15, 1993.

SHIP FUND

1993. Applications and further infonnation may
be obtained by writing: Minority Scholarship. cr

Beta Pai Association. a national engineering

has att~ded UMR for at least one year and who is

OFFERS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

tions engineering. ma~emati"cs, phys~c$. com-

for its .rall scholarsrups. These scholarships are

from the Rolla. Missouri am (Pbelps andadjactnt

The AESF is. offering seperate scholarships for

puter science or technology, info mgmt.

awarde~ to

counties). This scholarship is in the amount of

university or college undergraduates and gradu-

NATIONAL ASSqCIA nON OF WOMEN IN

Potential to serve as an officer of the U. S. Anned

standing potmtial during their freshman year in

S1000.

.....

CONSTRUCTION THE GREATER KANSAS

Fon:cs.

the field of engineering. Applicants should meet

a mininum of a 3.0 grade point average must have

An undergraduate student may apply for any aca-

CITY,MO

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall,

the following criteria:

been attained.

demic year when he or she will be of at least junior

The Greater K,ansas City, Missouri Scholarship

Applicatiof Deadline: March 15, 1993.

Be currently enrolled at UMR.

applicants must be a full-time student at UMR.

standing in a chemistry, chemical engineering.

Foundation is offering scholarships to student

fmancial need will be considered.

environmental engineering, metallurgy ormateri-

pursuing a career in the cons..truction industry.

other monetary awards or scholarships earned by

als science program where the focus of the cur·

Applications available in the Student 'FlOancial

the applicant will be considered.

riculum is in surface science subjects.

Aid Office.

PI

Be a full-time undergraduate engineering student

MINORITY SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY
, ABROAD OFFERED

(including Engineering Management and Engineering Mechanics)
Have completed between 30 and 59 credit hours.

Applications must be postmarked on or before

lute for Foreign study. College Divisi~n Minority

Have a minimum 3.5 cumulative GPA.

Scholarship for the fall 1993 semester arc now

Forms are a\'8ilable at the Financial Aid Office.

bein accepted. The scholarship is being offered in

(Deadline to return forms is Monday March

ASM INTERNATIONAL COASTAL BEND

an effort to help increase the participation of eth-

1993)

ing . metallurgy or materials science and is en·

CHAPTER

nic minority college students in study abroad

rolled in a graduate prc;gram leading to a master'

The Costal Bend Chapter of ASM International

programs .

or Ph. D degree. award selections will be based on,

(American Society for Materials) will award a

The scholarship which is applicable on fall 1993

MISSOURI PRESS WOMEN,INC

but not limited to; cart'ermterest in surface finish-

SI000 .scholarship to s"cond or higher year stu-

semester AIFS progruru in Austria, Britain,

THE JOHN P. EAGER EDUCATION TRUST

Missouri Press Women , Inc., an organization of

ing technologies, scholarships. achie\·ements.

dent pursuing a four-year Bachelor of Science

France. Italy, Mexico and Spain, includes tuition .

FUND SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship is to honor John P. Eager, he

A

nity extracurricuJar activities will be considered.

scholarship award if he or she has completed an

this SCholarship is renewable.

accredited undergraduate program in chemistry,

Applicalionsfonns available at the Student Finan-

chemical engineering, environmental engineer·

cial Aid Office.
Applications Dt-adline: April 1. 1993.

student may be eligible for an AESF

i2,

motivation and potential.

Degree in matenal" science, metallurgical engi-

room and board and round trip air fa~.

Awards are not necessarily based on financial

neering ; This scholarship will be awarded for the

Applications for the scholarship will be accepted

was a. pioneer in the development of modem

journalism.

need. Applications must be postmarked by April

93·94 academic year.

from African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans,

microfilm technology" applied by business..

applicants mwt have completed at least one year

15,1993 in order to be considered for the 1993-94

Applications available in the Student Financial·

Native -Americans., Asian-Americans and Pacific

The Eager Scholarship is a minimum 2S00-word

Islanders who a~ cutrmtly enrolled" under-

essay conCC'St with a S.sooo prize. The essay topic,

Offi~.

academic year. For a AESF scholarship applica.

Aid

tion, please stop by the admissions &. Student

Deldline for receiving applications is April I .

must submit,. Jeaer of recommendation as noted

Hnanci.J Aid Office located in G-l Parker fUll .

1993.

on the application fonn.

om..... AllOdatlon (TROA) Fort

Applications naiiable at the Student FmanciaJ

Army Enpn- AssocIa_ Colonel Harold M.

The Retired

Aid Office.

Beardslee Memorial ScIooIanhlp Award, Of-

Leoaard Wood Ciaapler

Doadline:

Ida"'" 15, 1993.

orr....

Sdoolarshlp

\ gradual«.

chosen each year on an aspect of Ute field of

Selection of the scholarship winner will be made

infonnation and ima,t management, requires

bued on the fulfilment of the program require.

significant commitment on Ute part of the stUdent

concerning the objectives for

activities and a wrincn Ilatcment by thc applicant

to rueardl and write. A minimum

limitations in Ute rM,e or.a coJlqe major. Other-

UndttJroduaIeor.roduaIe_

ciation member.

MustbellliliwToIf_ordcpcndcntoftlle .......

_ I seniOlS to coIlep. Tho &eholanhip
abroad.
The Coli... Di\'isioG ofohe Am<rican Inatitutr for rocipi_i. bonoftd .. tile Annual AlIM ~....

AASHIP PIlOGaAM 1"), OFRRS $1_
SCIfOt.ARSHIP·

Ono ....rd pedamily.
Entmn, 2nd, 3nI, or _

Mmt be IIIiliwT oIf..,.,or dcpct>dad ofohe .......

!'ofti... Study is • ftOtionwide ....aniDlioG that For_ infoanation on tho ~ P. Ea~~I-,

EUGAaIUTY:

~t

I'rt!ious .~ ..apiaIIo _

U.S.citiun
ldajorin. ,;;. ....i-na, or

!>ted r.!d.

iMerisIc-ft-

OIl . . .

.ti.ibl• .

CpI. W!tu. J 10 HaniI Hal1, for
appticaIiooI I........ .
~

-.u. and

o1tl

...... ide& """'probnuin ""...... ..u.ty and _ .!p. _tact )Iou....., HcfI'....... Matia,n.
",,'01 _
sUn 'huompany .... founded Ooaptor aelalioM aI AlIM ~...... 1100

Hilh ICbooI and UMa -n,. ... ~

ia .t964...... 500000 ......... and -....~,.. W.)'QC-A , - . SuiIo lOll. Si"~ Sprinv ,"'"'Y'

Mud be. _ . half -<i_ ....... .

,..oi<ipooCd in 1""1_ in Eu....... _la.. Ian4 20910. 3011S17.1201 FAlit 3OtlSr7-1711"
Asia, Mnieo and Ruuia.

s.. CpI Whi... 310 Harris HaU. lor dctail. and

Eric

hi'"

Bntqualified _ . doU'Ncr. or_eof an Auo-

GINEERS NEW YORK CITY POST SCftOL.

-.

Rod
• Jon
Ja1D.j

wantin, to study wiw.t.hccoolftlisopcntofulJ.cimellUdents,ff!Xl\

SOCIETY OF AMElUCAN IIIWTARV EN-

be full-time .udont.

Don

Chr
Chr:

Mike

Proanm lor 1"3 III tile _

old 11)'. FLWTROA a.j...,

ILl
BU

TOdd
Ryan

EIIIIbIBlr.

. ..... be ..coos

Ry

,Jade point

EIl.1bUItr.

year:

Hi

To

, cXmonstl'llCd Jeadet'Ship ability, cltra-cumcular avera,e of 3.0 ~ ~i~d. and lhcrc Ire some

. ments, financial need, academic accomplishment,

I.... SIIOO Scholarship

..III of $SOO

Jo
Ja

Te,

professional ~malists.. is offering a S2S0 schol-

of study at. Missouri Conele orunivenity.

CI
CI

Er

arship to a s~dent plannina to enter the field of

must submit at least one writina sample.

B:
D,

Rc

Applications for the third apnu'll American Insti-

M.n:h 31,1993.

graduat~

applicant' s participation in university! commu-

..J

students who ha\'e demonstrated out-

' .f!'
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Miner ~asketball se~son
•.::-;

R'sAfri.

gnilion

isApriI\~.

nltionmlY

\•..rup.CT

ends 'at the t~at.gs of Southwest Baptist
.'::

was '! th~,l6:~? mark of the first half.
For t)lerestof thehalfSB U was hitting
Asst. Sports Editor
their shots,consistantly and increasing
"their le~d ·o~~r.the Miners, The score
' h
at halftime of ihe giune"was 42-20 in
ThchJMR .men\ bas~etball t~am favor of SBU.
travelled to Davison Field House-.in
The main problem for the Miners
Boliver. Mo, to take on Southwest in the first
half was their inability to
Baptist University on Tue .• March 2. get the ba~kets to fall.
For the first half
lhis fifst round game would prove to the Miners shot 7-31
for 23% from the
be a tough one for the Miners as are all
field, SBUhit 16·32 for 50% and the
road games for the teams oftheMlA A, huge lead, UMR
was also out 'reo
UMR went into the game on a two bounded in the half 26-19
which ' also
game winning streak that would hope. contributed to the
halftime score,
fully serve as a spark for them in the
The second half was similar to the
tournament,
first. UMR battled during the half .but
The game did not start of on a good the resulis'were the ,s'ame
the ball just
note with SBU ' getting the. tip: and would not go '
..
scoring. the frrsi: bucket of the ,.gatne . trjedio '
;"'ith-just, 15 seconds elaps·ed. UMR
could not ge~:the
'
artdSBU
a lQ-:i.ni~ .

Joe Hotnburg

page 2

.

.,-·l-,

,":-.

final ~core in;he gamewas 91 '!4~ith
SBU ~iniUnginopenihgroundpI8Y<1f
the MIAA tournament. ' '):<, .
Th" loss was a, hard one for the •
Miner!;who have had a strong season
and have played exciting basketb~ll all
season. The Miners are 'Iosing ,some
goOd pJayers from tl)is high intensity
team. The seniors' they will lose are
Bill Jolly. Donnie 'Brown. Chris
Dawson. Mike Parm eley. Jon
Huecker, and Eric Kearbey, With
these players gone UMR might have a
tough tiine in the MIAA next season.
One other thing about this' Miner
basketball team. They had three play.- ,
eri; who madeMIA A history', 'The '
play~rs were Bill Jolly. Donnie
' apdChrls Dawso; ~~; ,(

CHOUR·

oftbe Tau

:n&inetrin&

wljelfions

'nhiPSItt

stn.tcdout·

1

;'~'

'lUMR ;Miner's 1992-1993 cumulative basketball statistics ~'
.

,

nnyeatin

bouldmett

PLAYER
Bill Jolly

ina sDldenl
and En,i·
:edilhours.
lidOflicc.
1da",,2l,

GS
26
26
16
10
20
24
0
6
1
I
0

G/
26/
Donnie Brown
26/
Ch r is Dawson
24/
Chris Henry
26/
Rod Jackson
25/
Jon Huecker
26/
Jamie Brueggem an 25/
Mike Parmeley
25/
Todd Weaver
23/
Ryan Wade
21/
Eric Kear bey
25 /
Team Rebounds

/-FG/
152/
170/
109/
86/
61/
54/
48/
26 /
22/
15/
13/

TOTAL --I
FGA
FG%
428 .355
327 .520
249 .438
192 .448
163 .374
98 .551
99 . 485
78 .333
68 .324
44 .341
25 .520

/-- - 3PT
FG/ FGA
79/ 225
3/
9
46/ 115
16/ 55
10/ 44
8 / 13
0/
0
22/ 57
8/ 27
6 / 24
1/
2

---I
FG%
.351
. 333
.400
.291
.227
.615
. 000
.386
.296
.25 0
.500

FT/
190/
95/
83/
27/
53/
35/
40/
6/
1/
8/
14/

FTA
FT%
249 .763
116 .819
101 .822
56 .482
81 .654
48 .729
51 .784
13 . 462
7 .143
12 . 667
24 .583

PTS
573
438
347
215
185
151
136
80
53
44
41

AVG
22.0
16.9
14.5
8.3
7. 4
5.8
5.4
3. 2
2.3
2.1
1.6

OFF
REB
15
47
55
64
27
51
42
18
19
9
22

DEF
REB
35
102
102
60
59
85
44
22
24
17
39

TOT
REB
50
149
IS 7
124
86
136
86
40
43
26
61
94

AVG PF/
1.9 71/
5.7 72/
6.5 70/
4.8 63/
3 . 4 53/
5.2 78/
3 . 4 54/
1.6 51/
1.9 28/
1.2 18/
2.4 28 /

AST TO BLK STL MIN
91 82
3 40 890
29 20 13 13 712
47 46 19 34 546
53 33
7 29 584
74 53
3 53 637
37 25
7 22 554
20 14 16 11 313
52 30
3 14 406
13
8
I 12 211
12 10
0
8 172
14 15
I
4 225

0

2
3
3
2

0
0
1

------------------ ----------------- ----------------- --------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------------26/ 26 756/1771 .427 199/ 571 . 34 9 552/ 758 .728 2263
87.0 369 589 1052 40.5 586/21
442 336 73 240

-

Miners

Team Rebounds

NTRUsr

Opponent Totals

10 1

n/ 2h

\uS"'"
2500-''''
SSlylDpi<·
"field,f
.~iJ<S

Ih<,...s..,
rtd<P'~'

",,,,,,

jll,()b<I'

leO".f""

~

I~

,s1'"'f

.,.\1011'
11·2111.
~

TOTAL-/
FG
FGA
5 . 9 16.5
6.5 . 12.6
4.5 10 . 4
3.3
7 .4
2.4
6.5
2.1
3.8
1.9
4.0
1.0
3.1
I.
3.0
.7 ' 2.1
.5
1.0

PLAYER
Bil l Jorl;;
Donnie Brown

Chr i s Dawson
Chris Henry
Rod Jackson
Jon Huecker
Jamie Brueggem an
Mike Panne l ey
Tod d Weaver
Ryan Wade
Eric Kearbey

106/ 298

/- 3PT -/

FG
3.0
.1
1.9
.6
.4
.3
.0
.9
.4
.3
.0

FGA
8.7
.4
4.8
2.1
1.8
.5
.0
2.3
1.2
1. 1
••1

.356

509/ 737

. 691 2097

sc'lifE- BY_'PERIOD
Mi~ e¥'" '
Opp.allent - Totals
ovt~

29 .'1 ' 68.1
28.5 61.4

1
1136
965

TEKM RECORD

Ml1¢' '- .
Florida Tech Classic
Peps~-Cola Sh06tout

2
1108
1113
16-10
10- 6
1- I

.. 0- 2

i. 7

4.1

22.0
11.5

FT
7.3
3.7
3.5
1.0
2. 1
1.4
1.6
.2
.0
.4
.6

OT
19
19

.OT
0
0

21.2
19.6

FTA
9.6
4.5
4.2
2. 2
3.2
1.9
2.0
.5
.3
.6
I.

PTS
REB
22 . 0
1.9
16.9 , 5.7
14. 5
6.5
8.3
4.8
7.4
3.4
5.8
5. 2
5.4
3.4
3.2
I. 6 '
2.} . .1. 9
2.1
1.2
1. 6
2.4

29 . 2
28.4

87.0
80.7

TOTAL
2263
2097
.:

80. 7

308 654 1063

40.9 586/23

404 461

PER- GAME AVERAGES ----~------- -- --~--------- /
AST
3. 5
1. 1
2.0
2.0
3. 0
1.4
.8
2'.1 '
• •6
.6
.6

TO
3.2
.8
1.9
1.3
2.1
I.

.6
I. 2

.4
.5
.6

--------- --------- --------- -------;-- --------- --------------,---,...------ ---------

Miners
Opponent Totals

)IIiII'"
"",1I1j)

. 465

/---------------- ---------/-

e.1~·b.

of mod""

74J /1595

Missouri Miner

40 . 5
40.9

17.0
15.5

12.9
17.7

BLK
.1
.5
.8
.3
.1
.3
.6
.1
.0
.0.
.0

STL

MIN
1.5 34.2
.5 ,27.4 .
1.4 22 . l\
1.1 22.5
2.1 25.5
.9 21.3
.4 12.5
: 6 16.2
;. .. 5
9.2
.4. .8 . 2-,
.2 "'. ~

'.

,

.• O"
--------- -------_ _ __ J

2.8
2.9

9. 2
6.7

DEADBALL REBOUNDS
89
99

}

CUMULATIVE ATTENDANCE
'HOME .
AWAy

~ .?. .---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------

53119
23500
29619

,.~

TOTAL AVERAGE ATTENDANC E
HOME AVERAGE
AWAY AVERAGE

2043 .'.
1958
2 116

76 174
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Joee Kvetensky
Women's Basketball
This week' s M·CLUB ~U.'l'JfI'~ '''''I' ' 1

&it Mat
Knight I
vlIl,Mo l

BettyMl

WilIgIId~

Geologic

exempiion.
. 'p<Jwer hungry,
: .; way ihet politely
mcett to resign as com·
"mlsioner last season, which spells bad
news as owners and players begin

awaited the appearance of FraJ:lcisco
Cabrera at camp. The hero of Game 7

' 5.'11).1 right. I aln·' t no oil
paiilling myself." As for a name, if the
thirig is grecn. how ' bout Al ice ...?

f.rushed off the regular season
quite a week. On Wedpesday at
against Emporia St. She tossed
in a career high 28 pts., going iO of 15
from the field and a perfect 7 of7 from
the charity stripe. She also hauled
5 rebounds and had 3 steals. Joee
this up Saturday night at
Kirksville with a 20 pI., 10
and 3 assist game. Congratu·
Joee on one helluva week!!

~ttbe

sttndtlI

{!Ceit,A!

110,199)

r--.:
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Thomas "Mex" Santacruz has
been an integral part of Sigma Nu
tradition. His dedication is evident in
our first place Chariot and 1993's SI.
Pat's Cudgel.

"I got two words for you, Al ice ...
.. .Summer 's Eve" --Tom Santacruz

ilsown

ley.

!!Olina,
Wash·

SI. Pat's 1993
Student Knight Candidate
Mark Simecek
for GDI
Serious Article
Mark has been a member of GDI
for more than 12 semesters. He has
shown leadership abilities through 10
semesters as a governor committee
chair and vice-presi dent 1990-1991.
Humorous one-liner: "The dog collar's on--Iet 's bury the bone!"

The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi are
proud to announce Jim Saunders as
our Student Knight. Jim is the son of
Mrs. Rita Saunders and is a graduating senior in Geologica l Engineeri ng.
Jim has served our fraternity as President, Vice-President, Secretary, and
has been extensivel y involved in our
rush program. His campus activities
include rugby, Sigma Gamma Epsi. lon, IK, AEG, ASCE, Toastmast ers,
and Blue Key in which he is currently
serving as Public Relations Chairman, Jim truly is one of a kind and is
highly deserving of our honor. Congratulations Jim!

Christine Peterson
Zeta Tau Alpha

Michael Bland
Thomas Jefferson Hall Associat ion

Christine is a junior majoring in
chemical engineerin g. As a member
of Zeta Tau Alpha, she currently holds
the office of vice-president. Her
campus activities include Phi Eta
Sigma, Gamma Alpha Delta, Omega
Chi Epsilon, AlChE, and Gamma Eta.

TJHA presents Mike Bland as
candidate for student knight. Mike is
a senior in metallurgical engineering .
and he has served as an R.A. for two
year. We wish Mike the best of luck .

Quote: "Alice is back just in time for
my 2 1st hope she's prepared! "

"Knightho od is astateofm ind. My
mind says I hope Alice is genlle.

Humorous one-liner: "1 don't care
what Alice looks like, as long as she 's
cheap."

Brian K. Verman
Delta Tau Delta

.f

y
ball

JA~lCpl
ky,.junior
tball Tell11·
~Iar season
'cdncsdaY al

Eric Matlock
Kappa Alpha

David Maschler
Theta Xi

Kappa Alp"'a is proud to present
Eric Matlock as their 1993 Student
Knight. Eric is originally from SulliVIII, Mo and is the son of Gordon and
Betty Matlock also of Sullivan. Eric
will graduate this May with a degree in
Geological Engineeri ng. When asked
about the return of Alice: M) understand all thal's Green is 'Gold', but
it, Alice is • bitch."

David Maschler is a senior in
Chemical Engineeri ng from Kansas
City, Missouri. He is representing
Theta Xi F ratemity but has also been
involved in AlCbE, Alpha Chi Sigma,
and Alpha Phi Omega. Good luck
Dave!

rlCC

MAlice is the best date I've had all
year!!"

Shetossed

.ing 100f\5
t70f7\iU11l
also hau~d
lstcals.JocC
ay nighl al
a20 pl., 10
• Congrt~'
eek !!

,I.

;;w

~ .n..~-----------------------

Francine Belaska
Chi Omega
The ladies of Chi Omega are proud
to present Miss Francine Belaska,
daughter of George and Josephine
Belaska of St. Louis, Missouri as our
1993 St. Pat' s Student Knight.
Francine is a senior majoring in Mechanical Engineeri ng. She's held the
positions of Green Rep.. Assistant
Green Rep., Fraternal Relations, and
Assistant Treasurer in Chi Omega_
Her campus activities include: SWE,
Missouri Miner. IK, TECH, and
ASME_ With all of her hard work and
dedication Francine has put into the
school and Chi Omega, we feel that
she is the ideal choice for this prestigious honor. Congratul ations and Best
of Luck Francine!
One-liner: "Alice: See what becomes
of a woman who hangs around the
Board! "

Ronald Platz
Council of Graduate Students
The Council of Graduate Students
is proud to present Ronald Platz as our
1993 Student Knight. Ronald is a
Master's Student in Engineeri ng
Mechanic s and is currently president
ofCGS.

Brian, an Economics major, has
served his fraternity as 1st Vice President , Rush chairman and Treasurer.
He is active in Intramurals and is currently IMA Treasurer.
"Whip me, beat me , make me
bleed, but give me what I . really
need ... Alice! "

"After 8 years, this had better be
worth the wait!"

Kevin Robertson
Student Knight Society or Hispanic Engineers

Missouri Miner
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. Knights

Th~ women of Panhellenic are John E. Wulf
Rafael Millangue
Mike Fridley
pleased to present Heather Governick Kappa Sigma Fraternity
RHA Candidate
Interfraternity Coun~il
as their 1993 St. Pat's Student Knight. Student Knight
,SII Pat's Student K!Ug\!t
~eather is currently an Alum repre".
Interfraternity Council is proud to
Animal.)
sentative for Parthel 'and has previ- '
Student Knight for Kappa Sigma ,
RHA proudly. presents Sir Rafael present their student knight represenously served on a, va;iety of c0n.unit- 'Fraternity, St. Pat's '93 is John W,/lf. Millangue as , our S~. ;Pat' s Student tative, Mike Fridley. A senior in
" Humorous quote: I'fu 'so glad Alice tees as well as holding the office of Jo'!\t, a senior in CiY9,Engineering has . Knight Candidate. ~~ s!=nior knight Chemical Engineering, Mike has
has been dug up, now I ~8nlfmally get President for tJte .Year , of 1992. • bec,Qmeinvolvedinseveralaspec!Sof ., in che!\lical.engineering.'has honora- , serv~ the IFC as Gr~k Week Co·
in het:
i'~'
I.(~· ~
Hea~er is ~~o , ~ ~~w.~~ of Kap,\!~\ PM~}if9: ,. :~e has , ,~e!iVed ~appa ,bly serv~,!he residence h~lls as ~ hall Chairman and Prs,sident.
Delta Soronty and 1..jiiJ)6da Sigma Pi .. ,, ~Ig~a as PrC;slde!\~ \{I~e Pres}~':'lt"1!., gQvernment leade~' and as a reSident
_r:;asi Si:Pat's, Hea'th~r~~ tpehon~ro( . Phil,iip~.opic;s' ,S~~irJ.!l~~ :.and Stew" -assistant ,~~w.i~" ~!lf b,est of luck Quot~.: , Th~lgIigh~ have one question
):,ittrafra~mally, h~ is an ! ctiv,e \ this ~!. P~t' f .Celebration. '
?' '" I l .~AQr the court,"Do )jou mind if we jump
' beiAg Crowned Quee!! ,\,f -Love.. l!l!d ,
. ' B?lity and ~s ye~i:wo!!ders, ,':, ". ,.. \I)~!\Iber9f AS,c E ~d {ntc;rcollegia~"., ... I.:,' .~'" "lvJ ,, '
in'youqlate~'" 11~' ;" , )
' ''Isn.'t. theii t Ohle ~d ~f law aga1ns1 . ~. ,~ights. His brothers refer to him ~, Knigpt 's,Quote;'~'I dQn1t wiant imrnor·
. ',\ throwing '. re~g ~~. · ~al's Quecq(', .'.' ~~~pa"asl)e\ssoontobccoJ1}e~ lality;through· my~ghthoo.d. I want
into Alice?" . ',," •
_~
, . .:;.' oWomarried man in June '93.
" f tg. achic;ve i! through not dying. Lady
.
. ' •• ,
.0 ~ice, do ~ ~d.';
,. r.b
- c:
..: ,...~; ~ . !"' 2~"
....... ;: •• ~e' L~er
~,;
lC~~
-, _ ,: . .: !
!J
i~\ ~
. .)
"I'm not only the president of Hair
~ '~ - , . ..... ~)
Club for Men, I'm also their Student
Knight"
Steve Borho is a senior graduating
,in computer science. He is from St.
Louis and is currently serving as Pi
Kappa Phi's DPA: (Designated Party

,.acct.

.:/

J

The men of Phi Kappa Theta are Student Knight Article for Laura Matk J. Hu~r
Triangle 1993 St. Pat's Student
happy to present·CIiris as our Student Hubert
Sigma Phi Epsiloil
Knight-- Eric F. "Seaman
_,
Knight. Chris has served as sccre~ Student Union Board
and'Presidelll of Phi Kappa Theta and,
, Mark is the soil of Paul and Mary .
Known and, loved .by !Ilany as
is cUrrently president of Blue Key. " ": r Uura Hubert I~'SUB ' s'Knight io~ " Huber of Ste. Gbnevieve,' Miss<iim. "Crusher" , "Eric Seaman has 'attended
" ."
:."
oJ'
" ; , "reasbns thatare'obVlou~ {~imyone"ihat ' H~.is' a uaci~ating senior majoring ~
tI\i~ fme 'in~titution of higher iearning .
"Alice I think you hear me knock· has worked with her. She is very Mechanical Engineeririg. Mark has for~umerable
fmding reasons
dedicated to whaiever she does and been very involved in Sig Ep, servirig i~ siay after !>ther~ around him got out.
ing and I think I'm coming in!"
puts everything int~ her worle.
as President this year. He has alSo In this: his fmal semester, he will be
been involved in Intramural Man- honored for his dedication, contribu·
Humorous: Here'~ a little hint: Don't ager's Association, servipg as Sedi: tio~, and se~ice ~ 'fri"angle Frater·
make Iier mad.
tary, Gamma Alpha Delta, American nily. ~Good luck C~h!
Society of Mechanical Engineers, arid
he is also a member of Theta Tau
"He who endures to the end will be
Omega.
.
saved." (Maithew 24.1~)

years,

"Alice baby, you returned at a bad
time."
1

'-;.

"

Bradley M. Steward
Student Knight for Pi Kappa Alpha
As. a membCtuof the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fratemityi&Brad has held the
·offices:., of .uridel graduate Chapter
Advisor, President, Vice President,
Treasurer, and Secretary.
'"

Humorous one· liner: Alice, I heard
your sweet, I heard your nice, but
whips and chains are more my Vice.

Ra
10
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K ni gh ts an d Q ue en s

\
Tiicia Kuhne
M-Club

!Ieil is proud 10
nighl ~prtSen.
A senior in
Ig, Mike has
-eek Week eo.

nL

ve onequestion
nindifwejump

Robin Ruiz
Kappa Alpha

Tricia. a Civil Engineering Senior,
has been an active member ofM-Club
for four years. holding the offices of
secretary and Vice-President. She is a
four-year varsity letterman and held
the position of captain for UMR' s
women's soccer team her junior and
senior years.
One liner: WELCQM E BACK ALICE. ROLLA CAN ALWAYS USE
ANOTIlE R DtlMB BWND.

.,.

I

The men of Kappa Alpha Order are
very proud to announce Robin Ruiz.
daughter of Mike and Nancy Ruiz. as
our Queen candidate. As a junior
majoring in Electrical Engineeri ng,
Robin is highly involved in m.a ny
organizations, both on and off campus.
She is affiliated with the Rollamo; the
student UniOli" Board; and holdS ·the
position of Vice President in ~lta
Lambda. In spite of her busy schedule,
Robin also'fmds the time to maintain
'8Jl active social life and party with her
friends. With her fun-loving attitude
and warm smile. we feel that Robin
Ruiz is the perfect candidate for the
Queen of Love and Beauty.

Christine Stelzer
Kappa Delta

lady Lynn Luksich
Triangle Fraternity

Kappa Delta sorority is pleased to
The men of Triangle Fraternity are
announce Christine Stelzer as our
proud to present their 1993 St. Pat's
candidate for Queen of Love and
Queen of Love and Beauty Candidate ,
Beauty. Christine is the daughter of
Miss Jady Luksich.
Mark and Judy Stelzer of Florissant ,
Jady is from FL Collins. Co and is
MO. She is a junior majonng in metthe daughter of Jerry and Lynn
allurgical engineering. . In Kappa
Luksicli. She is a senior in .c ivil engiDelta. She has held the offices of
neering. Jady is currently the treasurer
Pledge Class SeCrctaiy, Special Acof Chi Omega Fraternity ~d Features
counts, and Assistant ViCe President . Editor of the Missouri
MiMr.
of Pledge Education. 'Christine has
Other organizations that she has
also been active in Lambda Sigma Pi,
been acti~e and h~'ld offi'~~ in include
Delta Lambda. and Alpha Phi Omega
Toastmast ers. Alpha Phi Omega. and
service organizati ons. lind Student
the Cooperati ve Training Program.
Union Board. We feel Christine deTriangle wishes her the best of
serves tliiS honor and wish her the best
luck and good times during the 1993
of1ucic~
-,
St. Pat's Celebration.

Stacy Walker
Sigma Pi Fraternity

The men of- Sigma Pi Fraternity
would like to congratulate our 1993 St.
Pat's Queen candidate. Stacy Walker.
Miss Walker is currently . sophomor e
in Nuclear EnginCCtjng here at UMR
She is involved in many university
related organizations. Stacy is currently the assistant second vice-president ofZcta Tau Alpha Sorority while
actively being the president of the
Delta Omicron EpsiloJL
She also served on the ANS board
of governors and the recording secretary for Phi Eta SigmaStacy is the proud daughter of
Satoko and David Walker of Poplar
Bluff, Missouri,

'i 11 ~RV AEl·
~.~

i\i.J71 '

Deanna M Wohlgem uth
Lambda Chi Alpha

Ray Yeargain
Theta Tau Omega

i Kaw'AIphl
f Ibe Pi KJvII
, d has held til<
IIMle

ChJIII'

Vice Presidcll.
1arY'

. Alice, I haJd
• your nice, bUI
:m!tC my Vice.

J

Dianna Conner
Student Union Board

Ray Yeargain is ~epresenting
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha arc
The Student Union Board is
Theta Tau Omega where he has been ' proud to announce Miss
Deanna
pleased tO 'present Diimn!\ Conner as.
president' and treasurer. He i~ also a Wohlgein uth as our candidate
for the . its 1993 St: Pat'~ .Queen candidate .
member of.Sigma Nu Fratenuty .
.. ' 1993 SI. Pat's Queen ' or" Love··l.nd
Dlluina"is cUrrently 'the Treasurer of
.. .
.
..
. Beauty. ~annaisthedaughterofMr. • SUB. and she has don"C an excellent job
Alice, ~at bitch 1 hate her. and Mis: " Tom, Wohlgem uth whom
with what is often a frustrating and
Ray Yeargam
~ reside i1fSt. Charles. Missouri. She is
confu~ing po;ition, Besides Treasalso a freshman here at the university
urer. Dianna has also been very active
of Missouri- Rolla majoring in civil
on the SUB Fine Arts and Concerts
Engineeri ng. Although Deanna has
committees. In addition to her SUB
only been at t,JMR a short time. she is
~o~itments, Dianna has also found
active' member in the Chi Omega
time to be a member of Chi omega
sorority. the n~tionally a~cJaimed
Sorority. Alpha Epsilon Pi Little Sisservice organizati on of Alpha Ph,i
ters. ASME, and SWE. Dianna h,s
Omega. and Delta Delta which is othalways been a very acuve and imporerwise known as the Tau Kappa Epsitant part of the UMRcam pus. and SUB
lon little sisters. We wish Deanna the
is very proud of her accomplishments.
best ofluck and hope that everyone has
the best St. Pat's ever.

an

Cathlin Maloney
M-Club

Angie Herzog
Interfraternity Council

We the members of M-Club
proudly present Miss Cathlin Maloney
to the St- Pat's Commiite e. She is the
daughter of Jim an'd ~e Maloney of
Kansas City. Missouri'. Cathlin has
been active athl~tically through the
varsity soccer and varsity basketball
teams. Her. leadership as a student
assistant in basketball and president of
M-Club have helped both organizations grow stronger. As a daughter of
Diana - TKE lil' sisters. Cathlin has
served as the pledge trainer. vicepresident, and presidentCathlin currently holds an
Alumni-R esearch Grant and will be
presenting a paper at the Southwest
Psychology Association in April this
year.

,- Th~ men of the huerfratcrnity
Council extend ·our sincerest congratulation s and support toMiss Angie
Herzog as our choice for the 1993 St.
Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty,
Angie. a sophomore in civil Engineering. is the daughter of Tom and Cheryl
Herzog of Hannibal. MO. She is an .
active member of Chi Omega sorority
and represents them on the UMR
Panhellenic Council where she serves
as Greek Week Mini-Olympics chairperson. I.F_C. would like to wish
Angie the best of luck during this
year's SL Pat's festivities.
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1993 Ca id

c l aey DoinB
Kappa Della
\ 0' ~ 2 n 31 Prel'enl ion of Child Abuse
"2'.':!3Ii

,-hJ!dren run a~/ay !Jcreamin8 when
the" !Jee me , "

Jim Burnclle
Tau Kappa Epsilon
6pecial Olympics
'Fm 80 uSI) ' e llen A/,/C[ t;tood me up

6leve Roper
Phi Kappa Thela
LO.YE,
"/l '!J 8000 lo be Ttft: UGLY HAN!"

on a daLe, '

Lazaro Espinosa
TJI1 A
L. O, V,L

Chris Kunlz
6i13am Chi
Children's Miracle NeLwork

'"If you had a!J much us line&; a!J I do,

'Ever),one else i!J lIS~1' Loo, buL Lhey
d on'l ha\/e lhe hair 10 malch mine, "

~/ouldn 'L )'ou de!Jerve Lo win '? "

Greg Loomis
Pi Kappa Alpha
American Diabeles Associalion

John Munro ",
Kappa Alpha
Qolla Arca Uniled Fund

" Whal make8 )'ou l hink I'm uSI)''? tlave
),,}1I been !Jlarins al me in lhe ,~ho'ller

"I ,'llo uld hallt: been a 8l udenl knishl ,

asain'!"

bul I lI"al3 ,';0 u8&' cllen Nice didn'l
want me ,'"

o/ine.56 is

Min is iJJl

Palrick <!l
TriaOB
L,O:V
''fIe)" if uS"ne,...~ alltm 1ci!8 chick
I'd halle a/l l'l/o of l, ~RoiJ, Ii 5
1111" S

me,"

or

A-check ·.will be pres{ ed t
chosen chatily -at .Th~t ~a~ (
Ni8ht. M-arch 1( 1993
~ National ·' Gul Am
Jeff Postlewail
6i8ma Phi Epsilon
CP & hool
' F", ~.) 118~\ ' lhey named lhi!J l O'lln afla
me,

Vole for. your faMoritl8iy
on campus ch1

1993

WednesdaYj)March 10, 1993
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idates'

It the)'

Suzanne R eeves

Jeff Boscherl

Chrisl opher Pfeuffer

Barclay No thaus

Chi OmeBa

SiBma Nu

Bela Siema Psi

LOVE

L.O.VE
"/3oy. 1 thou8ht 1 was uS/y unW 1 salfl

L.O.V.E .

Kappa Siems
CP 6chool

'U8Iine&!i is on~1' skin deep. and my
skin is thick . . . real tiJick!"

WfIC.

.'U8Iine66 isn't everythin8. it's the
thin8!'

the 8uy next to me . ..

on~v

"I may be u8/Y. but at least my parents
a('('!n 't. related. "

•.

;.!:
\
~ }
Patrick, Ie

David Heik.kinen
'-'
Lambda Chi Alpha
American Dibetes As,,<;ocial ion

Tria~

L.o

I\.o/iru. attn Oolla chicks.
e aD Iro be&'{inS fLy

"U8Iine.N;

i.~

a 2·way street. but I'm
ho,~.sin· both lane8. "

IIJC.

Patrick & hneier

QtlA
L.O .V.L

"I may be u8(1'. but you 're dnmk and
in the mom/it", you'II Ix .wLK:"r.
Oh. wait . . . "

Shawn Thomas
lela Tau Alpha
The 60cieLy For Breasl Cancer

"To make ail lhe rea/~1 118~1 people jealous!!"

pfe~ ted to the · winner's

.;Thdt ·TaY Ome8a !s ' Casino.
lfch 1 1993 at the '(

al G~d Armory.
Roberl Hetrick.
6 i8ma Pi
Bi8 Brolhers/ BiB 6isl erl'>

lW
OriU J81y Mah contestant

npus lreh

4-: 10.

~ .z..~-------------------------------------

"1

," lit'.';"';

mom hit me Iflilh the US~I slick
L'nc 1L'L' many time..~. "
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Knights

..:

Gerhardt J. Rodenberger
Sigma Chi

Joe Rein
Sigma Tau Gamma'

Jeff Hueneruneyer
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Jay H. McMackin
QHA

Lynne Sanick
Kappa Delta-Student Knight

Gerhardt Rodenberger, son of
Mary Ann & Charles from Pittstown,
N.J. is a senior Civil Engineer. Currently Gerhardt is President of Sigma
Chi. Gerhardt is also a senior ~ep for
the IFC.

Sigma Tau Gamma is proud to
present Joe Rein as our Student
Knight. Joe is currently president of
the house. In the past, he was a
member of the St. Pat's Board and was
Herald on last year's St. Pat's ~urt.

Jeffhas served Tau Kappa Epsilon
as Treasurer, Secretary, Chaplain, and
RushCo-Chairman. He is also an Electrical Engineering Seni~r. Congratulations on your St Pat's Knighthood!

The QHA is proud to present Jay
McMackin as their Student Knight. ·
Jay has been a proud resident of The
Quad for 2 years, and is majoring in
Mechanical Engineering.

Lynne has been very active at
UMR. She has served as President and
Vice-President of Kappa Delta, Vice·
pres. of ASEM and DE, and Publicity
chairof.TB(pi) among other activities.
We are proud to have herrepresent KD
as Student Knight

. 'v-'

_'.'Alice: to me y~iir just ano\her
conquest."

. "Alice ~d Mom .might be b~ck, ,.' ~e-liner: "Live fast, love hard, and
One liner: "It -has bc:c:n:-two lo!,\ely. _but~vendouble-tearnmingwon't~c;ep leave a good looking corpse!"
_ Quote: I ''This is an 1!onor.... right???
m~do'l'n."
.
.
years, Alice, lets do it!': ... .
Just checking."
.. .•. L

(~

.

I
pI
01

B,

m
m'

an
Pr

cu
in

51

Sh
be
,

Sigma,Pi has 'elected Dave Dicks
to serve as their Student Knight. Dave
has served as president of Sigma Pi
..
and'secretary of IFC.
Quote: "Alic~Finally a hole I c8J.I fit
in."

"

..,

.r.

L

~

. ~,jcl, td "iCl c-!',,~ !J ;': t.h.)&U'V Of l'!nir~1'-i1

'.,,' .. ilV. c

•

Dan 'DeArmond
Missouri Miner

Dave Dicks

~Jr:rJ~ ~a'

j. ,

If.

,~ .I .. .. : ...... f4' I. ....

,J

.'

Keith Korte

Keith Korte is the.son of Bill and
Anna Korte. of Pleasant Valley, Missouri and is a senior majoring , in. .
Mechanical Engineering. Keith . is
currently President of Lambda CN .~ .
Alpha and has a~. o served as VicePresident IIIld 75th Anniversary Chairman. He served as the Judicial Board .
Chairman for the Interfraternity Council and was the God Gyes during Greek
Quote: "The scariest p.tu:! of Alice is Week last.year.
w~at ,?ave Dic~ ma~ leave 'her
--:lth .. ,
• ~Ote: Alice, I'1ll g~'ing to be so f~
irtside you tha.t you '1\ hurt for.a mO!'th.

The Missouri M~er js proud to
present Mr. Dan D~Arrnond as 'their
1993 Student Knighi. Dan has served
' ._
the Miner as 'Advertising Directo;.
Dan has also been involved with GAD, .
ASCE, and Sigma Pi Fraternity where
he has served as President, 'Sergeant-at
~s, and Rush Qtairman.

,

,

2nd Quote: AliceJ'm been waiting to
get irtside you for years. (if the f ITst one
_ won't work)

Matthew Schaefer
Student Knight
Acacia Fraterniry .
Matthew Schaefer, Senior in Ceramic Engineering; is a. v~ry active ·
inember of Acacia Fraternity and
UMRactivities. Cllrren\ly,Manisthe
President of Acac.ia, Tr~asurer of the
I~terfraternity .Council (IFC), and in
the past hF has held other offices and
coml'(linee in eac;h.

Student Knight Article and Slogan
Beta Sigma Psi
Article:
Bill is' a graduating seriior in EE
and is'the 1st VP and Float Chairman
for Beta Sig. He has held numerous
House Offices, as well ,as .many AF·
ROTC positions.
."

1"

One 'liner:
J\Jice, it tues a real knight to make
you.; urn ...liack!

i.

"

f'!,

,.;: . i )'
tl,M
~) . . Vl iu r
.. ... ~h
' ill
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: Knighl

Shelley Kellar
Tau Kappa Epsilon

very active II
lllP!esidenland
ippa Delll, Viet·
IE, and Publicity
golheractivities.
her represent KD

The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon
proudly present Miss Shelley Kellar as
our 1993 St Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty Candidate . Shelley is a junior
majoring in Engineeri ng Management. She has been-Soci al Chairman
and Historian and is currently VicePresident of Delta Delta.' She also
currently holds the! office of Treasurer
in IOPP and is an active member of
SME. We are very proud to have
Shelley represent us and wish her the
best of luck.

honor....righrm

Christi Rives
Kappa Sigma

Ie and Slogan

The men of Pi Kappa Alpha are
proud to present our 1993 St.Pat's
Queen candidate , Miss Janice Smickoff. Janice, the daughter of Mr: and
Mrs. Lawrence Struckoff gf Augusta,
MO, is a junior majoring in Mechani'- ..
cal Engineeri ng. She is very involved
on campus with leadership roles in
Zeta Tau Alpha (treasurer , house
manager), and Tau Beta Pi (corresponding secretary) . Janice is also
very active in ASME, Pi Tau Sigma,
Phi Eta Sigma, and the 1990 Chancellor's Leadershi p Class. We wish Janice the best of luck, as we know she
will represent us well.

Amy Pohl
Chi~ega

Jennifer Hunsicker
Phi Kappa Theta

Jessica Glancy

Floal ChainDID
; held nwnclOll
:11 as many AI'

..

The men of Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity are proud to present Jennifer A.
Hunsicker as our 1993 St Pat's Queen
candidate. Jen, a senior majoring
Civil Eng~~ering, is the daughter of
' Marianne lind DouglaS Hunsicker. she
isa-member of Chi omega Sorority,
where she was an assistant'mtramural
representative. She was the president
and treasurer of the communit y service organizati on, Omega Sigma. Jenis
also a member of the Society of
Women Engineers as well as a memberof American society of Civil Engineers. We would like to wish Jen the
best of lick in the St Pat's Queen
competitio n.

m

Julie Dickherbe r
Zeta Tau Alpha

~-------------------------------

Nicole Cox
Sigma Chi

RHA

The men of Kappa Sigma would
Chi omega 'proudly presents Miss
Zeta Tau Alpha proudly presents
like to introduce our 1993 St,Pat's
Amy Pohl, daughter of Robert and Miss Julie M. Dickherbe r as our 1993
Queen of Love and Beauty candidate ,
Margaret Pohl ofSt. Charles, Missouri St. Pat's Queen candidate.
Christi Rives. She is a freshman and is
. as our 1993'SLPa t's Quee:'l candidate.
Juile, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs .
planning to pursue ·a degree in MeAmy is a senior majorUlg lh'mechan i- Denis Dickherbe r ofWentzv iUe, Mischanical Engineeri ng . .As a member of
. cal engineerin g. She is a member of soUri: 'is a junior majoring in civil
Zeta Tau Alpha, Christi is the acting
A1jlha Phi Omega, ASME, SUB-the Engineering. She is currently the
Scholarship Chairman .
leisure and the recreation committe e, membersh ip chairman of -Zeta Tau
We feel Christi exemplifi es the
.SWE, and Intramura l flag football, Alpha. She has also held the positions
qualities necessary \0 be St. Pat's
volleyball , and track. Her positions in of assistant membersh ip chairman,
Queen of Beauty and Love. She mainChi Omega included steward, assisand assistant Scholarsh ip. Julie has
tains high academic standards while
tant steward, informatio ns, assistant also been active in Intercollegiate
sustaining an energetic social life.
Christi is • person of commitm ent and house manager and pledge class vice KnightS, Phi Tea Sigma, Tau Beta Pi"
president. We feel that Amy's striking
Panhellenic Council, Anierican Socicharacter. She is dedicated to any
good looks, dynamic personalit y, and ety of Civil Engineers , and Gamma
endeavor which she attempts.
friendly smile make her the ideal Eta. We feel ·Juile's dedication and
It is these attributes that appeal to
choice for the honor of presiding as enthusiaSm make her an excellent
the Men of Kappa Sigma and is why
Queen at the St. Pat's festivities. Chi candidate for the Queen of Love and
Christi Rives should be the 1993 St.
Omega wishes you the best of luck. Beauty.
Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty.
Congratulations!

ng seriior in EE

~

Janice Struckoff
Pi Kappa Alpha

Jessica Leigh Glancy is a sophomore chemical engineerin g student
pursuing' a minor in Political Science.
-She is from SeabroOk, Texas, wltich is
south of Houston. Jessica is a student
Ambassad or, a member of AlChE, a
mCin~ei :of thomaS' Jefferson HliU
Associatiori; a floor goVernor, and a
member of the environme nt and international relations. She was previously
an ambassad or in the Houston Area
Model United Nations for two years.
Jessica was active in her high school
band as a senior member of the flag
corps and as well in the Miner marching band as a member of the flag corps.

Meli~sa Ann

Kuenzel
SigmaNu

The men of Gamma Xi proudly
a"nnounce Melissa Ann Kuenzel as
their St Pat's Queen candidate .
Melissa, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Kuenzel of Washingto n, Missouri, is a junior majoring in chemical
engineering. hi addition to a very
respectable , 3.837 cumulati~e GPA,
she has been very active with ZTA as
service and scholarship chairman and
is curre ntly holding the office of fllSt
vice-presi dent
Melissa's campus
actives have included; Utter sisters of
the White Star (presiden t, vice-presi dent ), Tau Beta pi (cataloger ), IK
(treasurer), and Student Ambassad ors.
Melissa is a Curator Scholar and was
named DOW Outstanding Junior in
chemical engineering. We feel that
Melissa's outgoing personalit y and
enthusiasm make her an ideal choice
for the "Queen of Love and Beauty."

The Theta Etachapte rofthe Sigma
Chi Fraternity is proud to present Tara
Nltole Cox as our candidate in the
1993 St. Pat's "Queen of Love and
Beauty" contest. Tara is a freshman
geologica l engineerin g student at the
-Urtiv~rslty of Missouri;~r.0»a. Tara is
a 1992 graduate of J{oxana High
School in Roxana, 111. She is also a
newly initiated member of the Zeta
Tau Alpha Sorority.

Camille Kelly
Thomas Jefferson Hall
, If-someone askeel me what I was
like;' I would" have a difficult time
telling them..
1 ~
First off I am a very outgoing person. I like to try new and interesting
things. 1l00k at the world with a sense
of awe. While I am also painfully
aware of all the hardships that exist in
this world, I am also aware of the
wonderful things to be experienc ed
and learned. Heel that everyone in this
world should be treated with equality.
It should not matter if they are of a
different race, a different sex, have
different sexual preference s. In my
eyes we all belong to tile human race
and are therefore entitled to the same
respect as our neighbors.
My friends come before anything
else. I listen to them ad try to help
them. I love to be involved in many
things. Some of the lhings I enjoy
doing are; reading, drawing, pain1ina,
listening to various types of music,
OM " O~ U'OlIIId ~ood time.
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Julie Thomas
Theta Xi

Cherie Marie Summa
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Brandi Michelle Lear
Quadrangle Hall Association

Christine Kump
Pi Kappa Phi

Amanda C. Mcbane
Beta Sigma Psi

The men of Theta Xi Fraterni ty
would like to congratulate our 1993 SI.
Pat ' s Queen of Love and Beauty Candidate, Miss Julie Thomas . Julie is the
daughter of Roger and Jo Ann Thomas
of Manchester, Missouri, and is currently a sophomore in the Mechanical
Engineering deparunenl. In addit ion
to being a member of Kappa Deha
Sorority, Julie is active in Alpha Phi
Omega, the Society of Women Engineers, and Omega Sigma, where she
has held the office of pledge trainer.
She also runs UMR Varsity Track and
Field and is in the UMR Marching
Band. All of the guys here at Theta Xi
wish you the best of luck , Julie!

The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
proudly present our 1993 S I. Pat's
Queen candidate, Cherie Summa.
Cherie, the daughter of Don and Phyllis Summa of SI. Louis, Missouri, is a
junior in Geological Engineering.
Presently, she holds the office of vicepresident of the General Delegation of
Independents. While maintaining a
3.7 GPA , Cherie has become an active
member in the Society of Women
Engineers, Phi Eta Sigma , and Gamma
Eta. Her hobbies include running,
weight training, and on and off-road
cycling. We at Sigma Phi Epsilon are
honored to have Cherie represent us as
our Queen candidate. We wish her the
best of luck.

The Quadrangle Hall Association
is proud to present Miss Brandi Michelle Lear as its 1993 SI. Pat's Queen
candidate. Brandi, the daughter of
William and Luann Lear of Knob
Noster, Missouri , is pursuing majors
in both Nuclear Engineering and
Mathematics. While being an active
member on Student Council, she also
holds a chairman position in Society of
Women Engineers, belongs to the
American Nuclear Society, and represents the women of the Quad as a
manager in the Intramural Managers
Association. Brandi is an outgoing
individual , and we are proud 10 have
her as our SI.Pat' s Queen candidate.

The men of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
would like to present Christine Kurnp
as their 1993 SI.Pat's "Queen of Love
and Beauty" candidate. Chris, daughterof Adolph and Carol Kump of High
Ridge, Missouri , is a junior majoring
in Geological Engineering. She is
currently serving as assistant treasure
for Kappa Delta and has held the offices of alumnae relations and corresponding secretary. Her other activities include Intercollegiate Knights
and the Association of Engineering
Geologists . the men of Pi Kappa Phi
would like to wish Chris the best of
luck as their SI. Pat's Queencandidate.

We at Beta Sigma Psi have proudly
nominated Amanda McBane to represent our fraterni ty in the 1993 SI. Pat's
Commillee Queen Contesl.
Amanda, daughterofMr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Mcbane, is from SI. Joseph,
Missouri and is in her first year allending the university of Missouri -Roll a.
She plans to graduate in May of 1997
with a major in Biochemical Engineering.
Among the numerous organizations on campus, Amanda is a member
of Kappa Delta, Delta Lambda, the
Society of Women Engineers, the
Goldminers, and the Panhellenic
Council. She holds the office of secretary/treasurer for the Goldminers and
is the Greek events chairperson for
Kappa Delta.
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DO YOU DO MOST OF
BANKING AT KROGER?
ARE YOU TIRED OF WAITING IN LINE AT THE UNIVERSITY CHECK CASHI
NG WINDOW?
DO YOU NEED BEER MONEY PAST BANKING HOURS?

(

~ cl)r.
If--i%

:If so, A.W.A.R.E. has the answer for you. A.W.A.R.E. is a student interest group working to make your life more convenient.

)

---

IWe are investigating the interest of having a network ATM placed on
campus . We need your opinions, both sides, before we can take action.
IPlease help us represent your interests by filling out the following survey
and dropping it in campus mail.
I(One survey per person please.) Thank you!

~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- . -.-.-.-.-.- . -.-.-.-

. - . - . - . _._ . _._._._ . _._._ . _._-_._._ . _._._._._ . _._.

IPlease circle your choices:
Which group describes your affiliation with l,JMR?
1
undergraduate student
graduate student
faculty
staff
no affiliation
12. How many years have you been in Rolla?
:
I
2
3 4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11 or more
13. Where do you currently bank? In state
Out of state
1
If you bank in Rolla, where? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ __
14. Do you have a check cashing card at a local grocery store? yes
no
Do you have an ATM card? yes
no
1
If so, what kind?
Cirrus
Bank-mate
Shazam
PCB
Other
16. How often do you use your ATM card?
never
Ixl2 weeks
lxlweek
2-3x1week
Would you use a network ATM located on campus if available? yes
no
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Sidio and_H-all.011 ~ Relativi.t y Hayr.ide wi:t h' Di§Jlbl
·c

•

~

Captain Goatee
StafTWriter

Well, once again, most of you missed
out on some absolutely great live
music in Rolla. Reviewed this week
are Sidio and Hall at the Blue Heron
and Relativity Hayride at the New
Beat. Also, check out the new jazz/rap
album from Digable Planets.
So you don' t miss out ag ain . I
would specifically, recommend The
Skeletons at the New Beat St. Pats
weekend (if you aren' t a big Firehouse
fan) or folk great Utah Phillips at the
Blue Heron at the end of the month.

Live Review
Sidio and Hall
February 26, 1993
Blue Heron Rookery, Rolla
As they always do, Sidio and Hall
put on an enjoyable and fun ftIled show
at the Blue Heron last Friaay. Sidio is
Maureen Sidio and Hall is Dr. Rich
Hall of UMR's Psychology department. They were joined by Greg Spillman on cello.
. ;-Sidio and Hall are simply:a joy to
watch. They are two of the most fun
and alive people 1 have met. They
write a lot of their songs together, but
most of them can be categorized as a
Rich song or a Maureen song.
Rich's songs are mainly takes on
his personal philosophies. From

.

to do while you're drinking beer", he
keeps the crowd in stitches all night.
Decked out in blue jeans and a Hawaiian flower print shirt, he doesn't seem
like your typical UMR professor.
Thank God for that. Actually , in their
cover of "Jesus Loves Me (But He
Can't Stand You)", Hall explains
that God can be reached at his toll free
number in the Ozarks. I guess you
could call and thank God personally
for Dr. Rich Hall .
Setting off her debonair partner,
Maureen Sidio's songs are more in the
mellow reflective vein. Her lyrics are
touching and haunting. I really enjoy
her style. "An Ice Cube's Chance in
Hell" is a great song of not quite right
love. "Dance with me" is another
song that gets me . She really knows
how to tell a tale. (Maureen also has
fun songs like "Back Porch Toad"
and "Road Kill Blues.")
Both Sidio and Hall play acoustic
guitar and Hall adds harmonica to
some of the songs. They improve their
mu~if.ianship each time I hear them
play. Their new songs seem to indicate
a promising musical depth to the maturing SidiQ. and ,Hall sound. Greg
Spillman's ~ello _is ~ perfe~t_comple-_
ment to the sound. Spillman has a
great grasp of adding just the right
sound to songs his firsttiItte ti)!ough.
,As a bonus, Luce Myers co~tri6ute<t-a
lovely acapella rendition of a song
recounting the words of civil rights
activist and feminist Sojourner Truth
in observ~ce of Black History month.
It was simply spellbinding.
If you want some good folk musi, ;
in Rolla, then c1ie'ck out Sidio and Hall
the next time they play. Or bllg Dr.
Hall to sing you a few bars of

~~:~'

much fun, you can't help but love their
concerts.

from doing the sound for Tammy DJ Base's show on KMNR and just
Wynette anq Lyle Lovet.t on the To- figured. it was De La :Soul or somenight Show, mixed theshowperfectiy. thing. I'm glad I found out it was the
The band 's live show consisted of Digable Planets.
three sets. The first set was an all
Reachin' is a collection of mellow
acoustic set which just blew me away. jazz cool fat rap which is sooth and
I was spell bound. The second and sweet. No sirens,nochantsaboutho's
third sets were electric and featured or smoking pigs , just rap that flows
February 27, 1993
more of a rock sound. The band does over a cool jazz beat. The three go by
The New Beat , Rolla
both originals and covers. The origi- Butterfly, Ladybug, and Doodlebug,
nals were superb, and Relativity Hayr- and the album focuses some of its
There are a 101 of unsigned bands ide made each cover their own rather grooves on the story of three hip inwhich I like, but there aren ' t many than just a copy of the original.
sects from a different dimension
whom I think have the mystic al
Relativity Hayride reminds me of "" ~!"!'J1:'!!Z~'l'lr~~!,;",,---'~~
"it." Relativity Hayride is one of Toad the Wet Sprocket because of
those bands who have "it" in a big their instruments and the emotional
way . The quality of their sound and clout of Donaldson' s songs, but they
songwriting is at the level of groups don' t copy Toad and create a sound of
like Toad the Wet Sprocket or Live. If their own. Toad fans should kick
you like emotionally charged rock themselves for missing them. The
with an acoustic leaning. you really member of the band are seasoned
missed outlast week. Relativity Hayr- musicians and have been together for
ide is excellent.
about a year. Their .sound has come
This is based on a concert where together, and the guys are starting to
two of the guys were sick, another was fee l each other's groove. They really
coming down with a cold , the snow have it. The song "Sunlight Monkepllhecrowdsmall,andtheirvanhad ' oloug~s" .is excellent. I'm hoping
.: ·ot
died. They still put on a great show. . they iet the n;oney k, put CD out.
"Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like
Relativity Hayride features Kyle Relativity Hayride is a band which ' Dat)" and "Jimrni Diggin Cats"
Donaldson on guitar and lead vocals, should not be missed.
are anth,,-m ~pl theN,w, and old in jazz
D~ve Bonin on le.a_d guitar. Brian·
- - -----" and R&B ... ·souii'[ - "La Femme FcKeiser on bass, and B~ad Le Mon ~n
tal" is a pro-choice song wl}jch rails
drums. Don~ldso~ wntes.the group s . -.,.: .
~v;Je:\¥ ; on q!1I w~i~e'me'n ~hO:sily lli!ortion is
songs, and his vOIce remmded me ot i
'-'"
j ';C _ . F
"
murder out run off to war without a
!oad's Glen Phillips at times. Hi~
~.os.e ,qnsl )b,o.u~h~._ :;~h~re I'm from"
so~gs range from a Toad soun~ to a
. '
and "Escapism (G,,~g~ Free)" are
Neil Young feel to Tom Pelly at limes. ..; reachin' .(a newlrefu,t~ti"()i! time and just great tunes.
' ,}-·r
Donaldson has a MS in.English ~d space)
. Digable Planets I?rovCs ·811 the rap
teaches at SMSU. HIS schoolmg 9 goatees
nays'ayers wrong. J-he Planets have
sh~w'sin~elyrics .hewrites. Bassist ·
_I'"
rythym, rhyme, so~e real instnJBnan Kelse~ (formerly of Wood- '
The "Rebirth of Slick""indeed! ments, and a melody. In 'fact; they
pecker, Caroline Records~ was part ~f Digable Planets hooked me with their could almost be called a jazz group
a .New York scene that mcl~des hIS song "Rebirth of Slick (.cool like which smooth r~ps rather than a rap
fnend Brenda Kahn. Spnngfield Dat)" a week or two ag"O,on MTV. 1 ~roupwhi,hiazzes. I'll let vou decide.

Live Review

Relativity Hayride
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"This couch smells like a dog" said ,thetoe picker's cousin
James Barnes
Staff Writer

Once upon a time, there was this
weird collage student that really enjoyed Biology . So much so that he
decided to conduct a private experimentto determine the effects of temperature change on oxygen consumption. He supposed ,that maybe he
should get a lillie extra credit. Since
using a human for this exper~ent
would cost too much, he ,used,a lillie
mouse purchased from th~' pet store in
St. James. A long plastic'cylinder that
could be stopped up with a cork 'was
used to put the mouse in. Once corked,
the cylinder had only .: one · outlet
through a pipet. The cylinder also contained some soa,a iime 'rocks to ab~orb
the carbon dioxitle_themouse ·:,vould
give off.
"
He placed the mouse, Thumper, in
the plastic container and I~t him calm
down a. lillie bit. After about fou; ~r
five m~mites he put a Palmolive btand
dish wlishing s~ap bub!?le in the end"Of

-

the pipet. As the mouse used up his the body. The data also shows that
oxygen the bubble moved down the warming Thumper up had little change
pipet. Making a note of how long it in the oxygen consumption. His body
took for the mouse to use ilp 5ml. of didn't need the extra energy to warm
air, he repeated the experiment two the body. Oh, boy.
. Why would anybody conduct a
times (as to get the most accurate of
data). After giving the mouse some ' - personal experiment as disgustingly
time to calm down.again, he tri;d the accurate as the one printed above.
same experiment under cooler condi- Thumper is a super hero. Minus the
tions. Here is the data he collected propaganda, minus the media. So
from Thumper.
what does that make the mad biologist
when I introduce the toe picker's'
cousin? You say~"Could there actually be such a person," and in fact there
is. This particular human being has an
air abut him that is totally opposite of
the toe picker. Instead of being vulgar '
and vile, this individual strives to '
achieve the perfected state of order.
: Theresultsoftheexper¥i'e\fl~eem ' hivite him over.t6 Your house someta- say that as the mouse Thu·rpper.,,- time and you will [md out. It IS quite
and his biological system---ceool off( -., a different experience than the disgust
he uses more oxygen. As all 'of his encountered with the toe picker.
organs and body cool o(f, ih,e circulaInstead of fi~ding a seat on the
tion of blood pumping through him couch, the cousin just strolls from the
slows. It takes more .ene(gy and oxy- Idtchen to the living room: back and
gell to try to keep ,his body warm. His forth, back and forth, his arms clasped
bodyis automati'c system senses the in a nerv~us knot behind his back. 'He
' cOia and tries to c~unter it b~warming keeps his head bowed just a little bit,

-.

giving his whole countenance a con- ready to actually do the crossword
centrated appearance. " The tension puzzle you had been saving, he throws
bUilds and the question of whether to. . it down and says, "This couch smells
ask him to sit down or not dominates. like dog."
Before any words end up leavi)lg your
Maybe your couch does, maybe it
'mouth the we will call guest com~s up doesn' t, but to boldly 8IUlounce this to
with thecomment,\'I thinkyou'need to your host is un-thinkable. This fool
vacuum you c¥JlCt," he not a sugges- haS invaded your c8§tle and taken it for
tion, not a compliment, just a simple himself. But he doesn't stop ·there,
statement. The logical rebullie to this next he proceeds to go into your
action your guest has just taken would Idtchen and search through your rebe to come back ~on him with a snide frigerator. "I thought you knew I was
remark or even a Ilt\le laughter. It is a vegetarian." What can you say to this
time to calm YO,urself and reassure person that you had invited over to
your guest that you know he is only ' your house to see what I was talking
making jokes in bad tas te. The guest about in this article?-"Please slOp
continues to pace while not even ac- ~ knit-picking in my house," ..."My
knowledging that you spoke to him:- mother used to give me LSD sol could
Finally, noticing thai you are watching sleep when I was a baby." He could be
television he head towards the couch some serial Idller, or could become
to immediately pick up the TV guide one at any moment. Killers have to
and proceed to tear through it. Hi~:, come from somewhere Y..'?u know.
attraction to the TV guide is most
interestulg, if not fascinating. The
guest looks and looks through the TV . 'toe picker: one who picks their toes at
guide a~ you try to watch your televi- . other peoples' houses
sion show witli one eye and simqltaneously observ'e him with the other. Just
when you think your guest is getting ~

"'c;;_
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S,unscreem's 03, 1993
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o war without I
~ereI'm from"
lil!g" Free)" are

~'"'

Tom Grimm
roves all the I1p . ...
Staff Wri,ter
he Planets have
ne real instru·
I. In 'fact, they
:d a jazz group
In the past year, there has been a·
ther than a Bp
total influx of techno, spawned by the
llletvoudecide,
popularity of raves, across the country
and in Europe. Many people reject
techno saying that it's not ~ 'real mu•
sic." Presumable, "real music" contains guitar, bass and drums . Admittedly, most techno lacks in substance
or deep Iyri"s. Techno is written as fun
the crossword
music.
tving,hetluowS
Sunscreem's debut" 03 " is by far
is couch smells
the best "techno" album I've heard. I
hesitate to call it techno because of the
I docs, maybe it
full range of instruments supporting
1M0unceW to
their digital sound. Led by Lucia
,ble, This fool
Holm '5 soothing, distinct vocal s.
:andtakenitf~
Sunscreem's sound is danceable yet
;n't stop there.
go into yrIJI
rough yoU!~'
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'substantial. Their rhythms progress
beyond the 'lypical"l ' 2 - 3 -RAVE!"
beat.
With guitar, bass and drums, Sunscreem creates a deep mesh of sound
atypical of the techno genre. The
album is intricately woven, leaving
one uncertain where each song stops
and the next begins. "Pressure" and
"ChasingDrearns" are my favorites on
the album . The vocals are outstanding, and the best is right on, particularly on "Pressure." "Idaho" is the
. most lyrically interesting track on the
album. It presents a surreal depiction
of Washington's sex scandals. It also
makes a rather lashing inference toward Teddy Kennedy.
If you like' dance music, pick up
Sunscreem's "03" - it's the best I've
come across so far. If you don't usually care for techno, give "03" a listen
anyway, you might just be pleasantly
surprised.

Coming soon: Greek Week
Attention all Greeks: Springtime is just around the comer,
and what does Springtime mean, it means Greek Week; great
weather, great fun , and great parties. The IFC and panhellenic
councils are already hard at work preparing for Greek Week, but
we need you to make it happen. So now is the time to get up, get
psyched, and get ready for the best Greek Week yet!
Also you may like to know that the ludicial Board is on its way
at this very moment, we are in the process of screening applicants
and working our way through the proper charmels on campus, The
J-Board should be organized and functioning in the next few
weeks ,
And remembe r:
The godz shall frown upon the unprepare d!!!
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Toshiba 27. incb stereo T ,V. asking S27S

Miscellaneous

•
GoSSIP

Dave from Acacia.

341-8417

Hey Deena,

J.P.

Did your pie taste good?

SlOO - $500 WEEKLY

I think you are ~onderful and I

Want some Champagne ???

need you BAD. Meet me in the Bath.

Love ,

Assemble products at borne.

Personals

Easyl No ..IIin,. You're paid direct. Fully

J&P

RhoZ. PIIImz

Mr. 22 in 2 seconds ,
You asked how you set yourself

Guarante-ed.

To the non-ma,nmcrnt se\'tn members of 9

Mau,

FREE infonnation-1A Hour Hotline. 800-379-

south,

ROSH are red,

YoUr fuorite

Violets are blue,

22 ycarold

2900

You lUys are pretty cool. Too bad

Copyri,hl'M003S050

us.

Before I k.iIl you!

IT&T
$200
$SO

87 MERCEDES

$100

place won ' t be the same when you leave. I'll

65 MUSTANG

$SO

come visit you in Cinci!

Mike,

Love,

The economy is good.

Jan

I' m ready to ,nduate,

Top 10 reasons why Jeff Schroeder is welcomed

No jobs are to be fOWld - anywhere,

on9S

To my ex,

9. Sexual Services (he wishes!)

Thanks for understanding! ! This
Jumbo is Gay!

10 ,Janitorial Services

Love,

$SO

Choose from thowands startina

Gertie

Love ,

FREE Wonnation-24 Hour Hotline

Do you realize it's been 11 months

Sam

801 -379-2929 Copyrighl.~.m03S010

Jeff
So you are th·e one who slOle my

Greg,

SPRING BREAK '93

lbnaks for all the wonderful

Party with the Best!

memories. Always remember the way you make

be from conquests. Everyone knows better. I'm

me smile.

not desparate.

3. Smel ls better than some visitors

girl.

1. We were given the choice, him or DH.

Top 10 occupati ~ns for Jeffery Paul

8. Feces

10 , President

Get a clue

Keeping fri ends through personals

7. Pee Wee Hennan

9. Math teacher (What else do you do w/a math

geta brain

Thinks of ways to annoy people

6. Wally

degree?)

Get a Life!

E nding bright, blinding outfits

5. Board Reps

8. Gigolo

Antoginizing K im (Did I say Kim-I meant

4 J effrey Paul

7. Dickionary Editor

2 gold rings last in the Multipurpose-Building.

Denise!)

6. Butt Kisser

. Danger Boy

2. -Pat fonnerly of J0S

Wanted,
Lives for the Magnificent seven ca ll

each side. If you have any inf0r:m~ ti on, please

~(

I. Mud

AKAKis KA! !

.

TT&T

Top 10 things

AKAK is Way Cool!

fu~ierlhan DH 's Personals,

office, Room 218

"

AKAK room - to - room is coming soon!!

We accept defeat - it must have been due to Z's

Who's that cute blonde IFC rep from .

influence

ACACIA??

7. II" s PersonitIs '"

Life at Moonrise articles· WAY COOL!!!

My school it has a first name, it's U-ni-ver·sity

6. Surgery with no anesthesia

5 . Passing a watennelon

My school it has a feco nd name iLS R-O-L-L-A

Look out G reek Week Queen candidates - here

4. Heat Transfer T ests

1 go lo school here every day and if you ask me

comes Shannon!!

3. UMR on Weekends

2 South

Or ca ll at 341-4220 and ask fo r DaWn

Love, M

Time Rider

2. Geehille

Am I insane?

in~th e

why I 'll say cause U·M-RoUa has a way of
mak~g

Silounge

my life hell

e~ch

day.

1. Wally as a Chippendale

Deep, deep red fills my veins

Top 10 things found in DH's room

A moist heat rises from my soul

10. Blow up dolls

My eyes pierce as to unfold

9. Hole in the wall

What unexpected darkness wailS to shine

8. Sheep

Lurking behind the slilS and folds in time

. Dead sheep

Tad,

Reaching to grab me from ~hind

6. JP's phone number

5. Unopened box of condoms (hopeful

Squeezing in from both sides

preparation!)

So I have nowhere lO hide

I'm jealous. Who is Abe?

·3. Wally's underwear

Blind and without a guide

2. 2 tons of dead carp

T rying to stay one step ahead orth-e dead.

1. Chelsea Clinton as a centerfold

to. Squashed Bugs

,Pat's because I 'n: really looking for.ward to

9. 2 year olds

seeing youl Maybe I'll get to meet you face to

8. Socks the cat

facel.

An ado rin g fan
P.S. How come you didn't dance at Chippen-

Who is that small cute Rugby playe r with blue

4. ~ Persons not signing their name to derrogitory

dale's?

eyes , I want to know.

persona ls
G iggles.

3. Joh-;' McEnroe

How about calling me sometime?

2. A Board Rep

Loves TKE !! M Loves TKE!! M Loves

Maybe we can party over.St. Pat's?

. ~veryone

Love,

You are m) sunshine ..

TKElI

0:

Thanks for the pleasant \·iew,

5. Dan Quayle

LisaM.
~

You are so hot! I hope you'lI be here over St.

7. Persons making bottle bombs

A Secret Adm ire r

Am I insane?·

Time Rider

Top 10 things mo re mature than DH

6. Shut up stup.id ?itc~" Autho r

Love, Penny

4. Dange r Boy (Patrick )

runf~nlically ahead

D. Foeaman (at Phi Kaps)

Penny loves her Big Bro!!

Jan Loves here little bros!!

Tea ring the threads of my mi ;d" ;- ; ... -

I am left to

Snug~le bunny (figure it out yourself)

"CLICK"

8. B ob Saget

SOrT)' you guys lost the sex bowl.

uew if you think' one of them

is yours. Or

2.

9. Rush Limbaugh

10 South

events last semester. Please come to the SUB

(Oh God!)

1. Bob Saget's Joke Writer

10. An enema
FOUND:

.5 . Swimsuit moael

4. Father (another reason for birth control)
3. Poster Boy for birth control

9 South ASAP

contact Carol at 265-8834

2 watches have been found at different SUB

It' s our good deed for eternity

9. Wally

TT &T

stares - a ruby surrounded by an amethyst on

s.

4 . He's just so cute - NOT!

Making friends through personals

Losl: Reward Offered

One has opals and diamands, the other has 3

. " Lucky" to not be your

Ways Jeffrey Paul has fun,
To the Magnificent Seven,

information

6. 7N Pays ~ well to keep him away

6 months have been wonderful Thank you.

10. Roadkill

Join over 1 million partiersl

1-800-TOUR- USA for more spring break

since you got it through your skull? These: past

Top 10 things more attractive than DH.

P.S . Get it straig ht. I will not kiss you.

Call Student E~press Vacations at

7. No on~ geekier is alJowed

2. To apologize profusely to Denise
Li sa

Sabrina

Bahamas/Cruis< from S269

8 . Keeps roaches away

since I told you to take a hike? And 6 months

panties from the dryer! Panties are supposed to

S. Padre IsI,:"d from $99

Cancun Mexico from S424

A select few on 9S

I bust my bun for 4 1/2 years,

CHEAP! FBIIU.5. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES

All -we can say about your
wonderful RA is "Hat" glad you ,ot him and not

Get a job

the rat of the floor donn 't take after you.

86VW

To the men of7N

up ... does this rina a bell7

RP

S.Ii.M.
To ou r dearest fri end Jeffrey Paw, \

MOVING Silj.ES·I £AVING IN MAX
QuEEN SIti.' BED;ASKING,S~OO i SANYO 2S IN. T ,V. -t.SKiNG~i2S
T .V.STAND.ASKING S20

We really. admire

...· ~?F7from Deena

. 1'

.. .

... Good

_, -~,

luc~ Shel~y -~St.

'.'..' candidate!

.~

~...

Pat's Queen ...

;.. .

"Just ~i~e me some and I'll be

and from us). , Ifth~e activites continue to

happy"

(

persist, your life (not lo

D.D.

BOOKCASE-ASKING S59_, ~ "

PLU~ SOME~~
.

-

;'

.....

your

--. Sneese, lees

BOSTON SPEAKERS-ASKING S\2s

341-8033

~ emti on

Tell Momma Hi for-nie.

• :. Kong 's got a long ole ' ...... .

Wade

.

Denise ~eez)
, Are you going lO~b e here o\'er St.

Pats? : If ~. can I be your S1. Pat's party Pal?
Please!

manhood) wi ll be, in extreme danger.

AUDIO CAB.-ASKING SSO

ANSWERING MACII!NE - ASKING,$50

yo~ rthoughtfu ll

ness in putting personals in ou r names.· ~ both to

, ~j

..

\ "'\

RP wBS..! heie

&.;i c·

_ Jef(-

f;,.

Like !'evin

h~ ~ythini to worT)'

about lfhe~did , ItI\f,QuJdn l.t'" be you ..

.

MaJeet,
i'

Mans Best Friend .

;:;.<

~~

4

~

•••

.r.:'-:cLis.

-

.

~

VVedn~Sday,~at~hl0,1993
~issourl ~Iner

--

W.h ats Ha ppe nin ' Wh en
Thursday, March 11
.

--

11 :ooa.m.

Busses start running to Gonzo from Quad and EE.

11 :3,Oa.m.

Beer starts flowing

12:00p.m.

Saturn Cats start playing

12:15p.m.

Volleyball Starts

5:00p.m.

Beer stops flowing

5:30p.m .

Busses stop running

.4

-«{

8:oo-10:00p.m. Queen's Social UCEI Missouri Room

Friday, March 12
8:00-1 0:00a.m . Queens Interviews-UCE Missouri Room

y

, DH.

11 :00a.m.

Busses Start Running from Quad and EE.

11 :30a.m : ·

Beer Starts Flowing .

12:00p.m .

Lunacy Starts Playing . Games

4:30p.m .

Beer Stops Flowing .

5:00p.m .

Busses Stop Running .

9:00p.m.

Coronat ion Ceremon. ies at the Gale Bullman Muti-purpose Bldg
. .(

Start. d~r--""-;1'''''«

dO'fl/lmath

&

- \\\

Saturday, March 13
9:00a.m .
J

.,'

:ontrol)

..If)

Floats and Non-Float Entries assemble at their designated spots.
.
Manure spreaders meet at Sig Ep.

10:ooa.m.

St. Pat and His Court start down Pine Street.

11 :00-1 :00

1993 Sl Pafs Paradel "
-4---~l\If"

1:00-1:3Op.m.

St. Pat and His Court hand out trophies at Castleman Hall.

2:30p.m .

ALICE

7:00p.m . .

St.. Pat's Concert at the multi-purpose ... FIREHOUSEI

;Dj·m·siIY

:·O-L·L·A

U/
\\\

. - 1«

·ou ask me
lr1.yof

: O\'crSI.
\"anita

roubce to

view.

Oni In Rolla ...
, •. (. .. ,~

-ntI~ 6\1'( I-{A~I: ftN'(
STATV~ ""j.f~T~E"Et..

, •• tA~ TH
TO tae.\-IA"IN~

H\,~E~~~R~~~T~
- ~tuN'(e.n

( 0\·( ( 51.

,ny PlI1

ll;

~ .7"-------------------------

s,,\
A. c:'oob'JN\E..

... CAN ~tc:.'oRTOF

Weiland Canty
li!..TIVIT '(

~OT'gE (oNSIbElt.E.D ~AZ-"'46 .

C.~N "~e'l' HAVa A
I' BES'- t.-.JE.k." EVER.:( 'i~~.
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. ·'1!ime Killers

f '\ ..

-

~

CROSSWORD PU·ZZLER
ACROSS

1 That woman
4 Blouse
9 Kurosawa
film
12 Be in debt
13 Houston
foot bailer
14 The self
15 Kind of
firecracker
17 Goal
19 " - Fire"
21 Equality
22 Pasteboard
24 Soak up
26 Nuisance
29 Seagoing
vessel
31 Condensed
moisture
33 Cravat
34 Equally
35 Transgress
37 Long, slender
fish
39 Tantalum

40
42
44
46
48
50
51
53

55
58
61
62
64

6!!
66
67

symbol
Stallone, to
friends
Plunge
At no time
Skin of fruit
Scottish cap
Choir voice
Meadow
"Ship of the
desert"
Join up
Greeting
Zodiac sign
Belonging to
actress
Markie
Vast age
Cage for
hawks
Native of
Stockholm
Turf

DOWN
1 J~mp
2 Female sheep

3
4
5
6

Come back
Promise
Assistants
Negative
prefix
7 Gel
8 Snare

9
10
11
16

Rue
Mature
Negative

SA

mountains
Knock
Mr. Steiger
Embrace
Passageway
Wooden pin
Locations
Rends
Free of
Pale
36 Insect egg
38 ·" - Without a
Cause"
41 " Submarine"
43 Moccasin

18
20
22
23
25
27
28
30
32

45 Rates highly
47 Hawaiian
wreath
49 Spars
52 Snakes
54 Church
service
55 Shade tree
56 Born
57 Haul
59 Also
60 Goal
63 Yes: Sp.

see Solutions, page 25

® 1987 Unlled Fe.lure Syndlcale

Gossip

from page 22

Mjde J. (at <l>KS)

Jeff,

Thanks for the most awesome
weekend. I can'l wail for next weekend.
• Kelly

Kris:

Omega Sigma Pledges.

lbanks for all your support. Your
efforts have really kept us functioning

Congradulationsl I promise I won'!

Conaratu latiom to all the new Big and Little
si,iters.

Nat:

Omega Sigma
P.S. The cookies are great!

ZlAM.
Kelly

out, your're an awesome roominiel!
Hey Flea (Vi rgin SL, Patty's attendant)

candidate (nominee)! Don 't worry ove r the

CongraLS on your new family.

computers anymore because it's time to party!!

ZlAM.

Love

RP

Kelly

P.S. I think

Tara K.

~o u 'lI

be very experienced by

Sunday, so no more questions!

ZlAM

roommate.

Tony (Other roommate over Stan's comer

Chris & Kate,

Happy 21st Binhday I!! It 's about

Thanks for letting me use the phone

Top 10 ways to back off an enviromentist.

10. Wear fur underwear

all the lime.

From Your Other

chopping
S. Kill Peter, Paul , and Mary.

Roommate

Kelly

P.S. Did you get any Drakkar?

It's about time you fig ured out who 's writing to
you.

5. Only buy fast food in styrofoam containers

an Alwnium recyling bin

the RA. board. Keep up the good workl
Betsy and Suzy:
Do you two ~separate? M;aybe I should call
you Betsuzy.

Mr. Wagner:
Have you considered a career as a professional
beggar?

Kris:
Three words :

Hans·

I I -South (and alumni) are gonna chea.n house at
Casino Night!

In.
There.

"Buy Green," they scream and shout,

2. Be alive
1. Ha\'e yourself a si x pack of freon.

Sandy:

I guess we'll have to change your nickname on

6. During Christmas have 10 real trees in your

3.·Have lots of babys

ZlAM.

change problems ...

9. Take a vacation to a rain forest to do some

4. Use plasic diapers then throw the used ones in

timel

Kendra :

I still like you, even [fyou can't do rate-of-

Angie:

house

pOCkcl).

Kendra:
"Thanks for not making me wear the shirt.

Christy

7. Let AI GORE become their spokesman

'Thanks for being an awesome

- Rachel

Thanks for helping me not to stress

Congrats on being Sig Tau's Queen
Mary,

What are you doing Friday night?Call me.

When's our~~~!.: nigh.?

Cbristy,

~ I;:

Oneword:~

"Buy Green," till their lungs giv e out.
"Buy

Zetas,

Olippendale's women,
Gel psyched for Theme partyl

To whoever stole my belt; I'd do iIU1hin& to get

E (EX)
Ypur arc the coolest little sis! Your

ZlAM.

Stop giggling!

ZlAM.
Your roomie

is all they say.

Wanna go fo r a wa-a. a-a.a ..~?

I don't wamt t,o cause strife:

Lisa:

' Ora:

Nice bear.

Hee hee hee hee.

Kim:
Melinda Flemming,

Nice dress.

Chance:
Fo ~y-nine

o r ftfty-one today?

',.'-~--------------------

answering machine eating my messages? Give

Denise:

Wild Bill:

me a call sometime

Nice comebacks.

You dunno nothin ' 'boutJtar Wars.

From.
, YpurMeramac Pal '

Zen:
Tell us a sto ry ...

Hey,!? What's the deal? Is you r
Jill S.

,

''BuY ,Green,,,: day after day.

Where did Sigma Chi's ShiUelieghs GO ?????

Candy

Gr~n,"

Kri-i·i·j-i-sti:

"Here's two bucks, buy a life. "

Tara 1.

family loves you!

Helpful Hint #SOS6:
Girl friend is sometimes better than girlfriend.

it back

"

Raf-

Your Pledge Master

Love

.

You'~ wonh far more than SI0.05.

and a mind. Call Sarah.

work you too hard!

throughout our short existence

LOST: A set of keys, a contact len.. , an J.D. card,

' Dra;
Don 'tJorget the minuslsign:

Hey 9-Sduth basher:
Got any dates lately? Didn't think so.

Kill the Board Reps, Freshm,en!

Some of the best things come in small packages.
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Solutions

from page 24

fessional

111 house It

Student Knights

from page 3

Laura Hubert, daughter of Jerry ing the Council of Graduate Students.
and Lucy Hubert, representing the
Springfield - Mark Joseph
Student Union Board.
Simecek, son of Joseph and Lois
Jeff Huettenm eyer, son of Simecek, representing the General
James and Carolyn Huettenmeyer, Delegation of Independents.
representing Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Sullivan - Eric Matlock, son of
.
Joe Rein, son of Jack and Althea Gordon and Betty Matlock, representRein, represent ing Sigma Tau ing Kappa Alpha.
Gamma.
NEW JERSEY
Shelbina -Ronald Platz, sonof
Howard and Harriet Platz, represent·

Pittstown Gerhard t l.
Rodenber ger, son of Mary AIIII
Rodenberger,representing Sigma Oi}

"
~
;....,.

.3
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Making tlie (irade

'By 'BoD 'Berry

snLL Pn ~ WHffEPa&.
1'M lEWf.l' '1tlU, fItYS::r

sm

IT'S ~. f.\lg,~
I Yro\ME ~~ lltt
l'HOt-lfSlft\\IE '8EEN ~,tJ'
OFF- Of lItE ~K.

I
,

••

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
affordable laser.quality printers.

Off

T

' n

RQ(

, ~,,.. ~"~l'--."~

'l11enelO/ lpple ...... [,
L(/serlflriler Seteel 300. . . ' ' .:

...

;-

.,

-

711e lIel/l
Apple S(ylelf/ril8r I/.

Invest in this printer line.
Now there's a fastel;:e.flSier.way to get great-lookingpapers-'- at a
price students can afford.The new,.compac,t Al5ple' S.tyJeWi·ife(' '11 printer
delivers laser-quality OLltput while still fittingwithin your bLldget. And
the new LaserWriter, Select 300 gives you full-fledged laser-printing, for
.

",

.

.

.'

Avoid this printer lihe.
text and graphics that look sharp, crisp, professiOlial. See bom 'Printers
'now at your ~pple Campqs Reselle[ Where you'll ge.t speCial student pricing, as well as selyice duringcollege.:' And discover tl1e powel to . makeyour work100k better tl1an ever Thepower to be your 5~sr . ..

. For further information contact Ben Strehlnian

at 11'4 Math~matic Computer Science Building ' ~34l484J ' ,: ';v
L.. ________ _

__ _ _ _

'.

.,

-
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A Th c tu - luu /C uOIino Nicht S ponOio r

TA pJA C'
HOME
~
CENTE RS ~T""

BOB NANC E
MANAG ER
s . Hwy. 63
P .O. Box 160
Rolla, MO 65401

Office : (314) 364·5456

Than ks for your Contr ibutio ns

$

A Thet.a -Tau/C asino Ni\:ht Spon3 0r

'11lcistcr

~.

~'Brall. ~ Genuine Drstr

GRELLNER SALES & SERVICE. INC .
Route 4 . Box 395
Rolla. Missouri 65401

(314) 265·8829

Than ks for your Contr ibutio ns

<D

EVERYONE SAW THIS AS
APROBLEM ONCE.
Occas ionally the pieces all fit, but you didn't know why. Eventu
ally,
it became obvious.

A Thet.a -Tau/C a3ino Ni\:ht Spon3 0r

Workin g with Schaum 's Outlin es takes the guessw ork out of problem
solving. The Outlin es provide you with the questio ns and the
solutio ns in order to show you how to solve problem s. The
you
work with Schaum s, the more obviou s the solutio ns becomemore
.

PIZZA INN
Rolla
1735 N. Bishop
Rolla, Missour i 65401
364-4544
¥>

Ro"" B. Campb ."

Pizza.

Today, you have a new set of problem s and again you may find yourse
lf
getting the solutio ns, but not knowin g exactly why.

innl

Than ks for your Contr ibutio ns

Availab le in engine ering, math, science , economics and compu ter
science. Look for them in your college booksto re.

Schaum's
Outlines
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UMR SPRING FILM SERIES
MARCil 16 - TilE TIN DRUM

APRIL 13 - TilE 1I0RSE'S MO Unt

DAVID BENNENT. Directed by Volker Schlondorff. R--1979. This Oscar-winning film tells the story of a boy who is terrified by the adult world of
sex, violence, and Nazism, and refuses to grow up. From the novel by Gunter Grass. German with English subtitles.

ALEC GUINNESS. Directed by Ronald Neame . PG--1958. Circu mstances
force down-and-out artist-hero GuUey Jimson to fight f(jLt he one thing he
really believe" in--his art. From the novel by 10yce Cary.

APRIL 20 - LOOK BACK IN ANGER
MARCH 23 - PROSPERO'S BOOKS
10HN GIELGUD, MICHAEL CLARK. Directed by Peter Greenaway.
R- 1991. This free-flowing interpretation of Shakespeare 's Tempest features
a thrilling performance by 10hn Gielgud as the exiled .Prospero, who turns to
his beloved books and magical powe rs to conquer his enemies .

APRIL 6 - TilE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONIQUE
IRENE lACOB, PHILIPPE VOLTER . Directed by Krzysztof Kieslowski.
R--1991. Radiant newcomer Irene l acob won the Best Actress Award at
Cannes for her stunning dual portrait of two identical young women, one
Polish and one French, who share a mystical bond they themselves can never
understand. French and Polish with English ~ubtitles.

RICHARD BURTON, CLAiRE BLOOM. Directed by
Tony Richardson. PG- I3-1959. Richard Burton gives a
dynamic performance as an emotionaUy-w~ought college
graduate who rejects middle-class dream.s to operate a
candy staU in a local flea market .. His wife bears the
brunt of his anger and frustration, and because of it, their
marriage begins to faU apart. Based on the play by Academy Award winner 10hn Osborne, Look Back in Anger
heralded the advent of a generation of "angry young men"
in English cinema.

APRIL 27 - ROCKING 1I0RSE WINNER
JOHN MILLS, RONALD SQU IRE.
D irected by Anthony Relissier.
PG-13-- 1949. One of the most off-bea t, startling ftlms of the fi fties was a lso
one of the first D.H. Lawrence storieS adapted for film. A ten-yea r-old boy
learns how to pick winners at the racetrack w hile. riding his roc ki ng ho rse.
H is attempts to help his spendthri ft parents o ut of their debts ends in traged y.

Ti

MAY 4 - THE BRIDE WOR E BLACK
lEANNE MORE AU. Directed by Francois Truffaut. PG -- 1968. TrulTa ut
pays homage to ~ itchcock with this suspense ful story abo ut a bride who
tracks down and murders the five men respo nsible for the accidental da th o (
her husband on thei r wedding day. French' with English subtiUes ,

weig1
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Iver Get Somebody Totol~ Wasted!

CELEBRATE
THE WEARIN'
0' THE GREEN.
HAPPY 51. PATRICK'S DAY.
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~

~

fRlfNOS DON'f
BOATMEN'S
BANK OF ROLLA
. MEMBE~

FDIC

API
Soc

lff

ApI
Society'
aVailable
Planelarj
S50,(XX)

fRlfNOS DRIVf DRUNK

and Coli,
S5,(XX) U
aVailable

DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. 00-90-1718-2 COL. x 5,25 "

Volunteer Agency: Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc.
H.~
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